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ABSTRACT
Satellite Relative Motion Propagation and Control
in the Presence of J2 Perturbations. (December 2003)
Prasenjit Sengupta, B.Tech(H), Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India
Co–Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Srinivas R. Vadali
Dr. Kyle T. Alfriend
Formation flying is a new satellite mission concept that is concerned with clusters of
satellites in neighboring orbits cooperating to perform a specific task. The tasks may
be Earth observation or space-based interferometry where a cluster of small satellites
is able to fulfill the same requirements as that of a larger, monolithic satellite.
There exist a variety of models for the study of relative motion between two satellites.
These include models based upon differential orbital elements, and relative position
and velocity coordinates. Extensive work has been done on such models, both in the
absence and presence of the J2 perturbation arising from the aspherical nature of the
Earth, which causes variations in the orbital elements that describe the orbit. The
approximate relative motion can be obtained analytically by using mean elements.
However, the true orbit can only be described by the instantaneous osculating ele-
ments.
An analytical method to propagate the relative motion between two satellites in highly
elliptic orbits is the main focus of this thesis. The method is kinematically exact and
it maintains a high degree of accuracy even in the presence of J2 perturbations. Mean
iv
orbital elements are used for orbit propagation, and expansions involving the powers
of eccentricity are not utilized. The true anomaly of the reference satellite is treated as
the independent variable, instead of time. The relative orbit kinematics are obtained
by using a projection onto a unit sphere. This procedure allows the relative position
variables to be treated as angles depending on the orbital element differences. The
effect of adding short-period corrections due to J2 to the mean elements is also studied.
Finally, the problem of formation reconfiguration is studied. The reconfiguration
of a formation may be achieved by using impulsive thrust (velocity increments) or
continuous control. This thesis presents a method to obtain the optimal velocity
increments through numerical optimization, utilizing the analytical technique devel-
oped for relative orbit propagation. A continuous control law is also developed using a
candidate Lyapunov function, and the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system
is ascertained.
vTo my parents
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
There exists abundant literature on the modeling and analysis of relative motion
between satellites in Earth orbits. Some of the earlier works on this subject were
motivated by a need to solve the satellite rendezvous problem for near-circular orbits.
More recently, there has been a revival of interest on this subject due to the need for
deploying swarms of small satellites flying in precise formations which cooperate to
form distributed aperture systems for Earth or space observation. Smaller satellites
that can accomplish the mission of a single larger satellite are desirable because of
the advantages of modularity, simplicity, ease of launch, and graceful degradation.
Some of the proposed missions, e.g., LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna),
require that the satellites form a circular aperture in the plane perpendicular to
the line-of-sight. Such a desired relative orbit may not be achievable without the
application of thrust when the satellites themselves are in elliptic orbits about the
Earth. Some missions, such as MMS (Magnetospheric Multiscale), require highly
elliptic reference orbits. Reconfiguration of the formation will also be required, to
perform multiple tasks. It is essential for the success of any mission to choose the
required relative orbit geometry that can be maintained with the least amount of
fuel in the presence of gravitational and environmental perturbations. This thesis
focuses on the mathematical modeling, propagation, and analysis of relative motion
in highly elliptic orbits under the influence of a gravitational perturbation due to the
oblateness of the Earth.
The journal model is AIAA Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics.
21.2 Modeling the Motion of a Single Satellite Including the J2 Perturba-
tion
The orbit of a satellite is characterized by six quantities known as orbital elements.
Alternatively, it can also be characterized by the satellite’s position and velocity.
Three second-order differential equations are required to describe the motion of a
satellite, for a spherical Earth model. The so-called two-body orbit problem admits
analytical solutions which are conic sections.
The presence of perturbations complicates the system and exact, closed-form ana-
lytical expressions for the position and velocity of a satellite no longer exist. The
gravitational potential of a spheroid is conveniently modeled using spherical harmon-
ics. The forces of attraction on a satellite are obtained from the gradient of the
potential. Of all the gravitational harmonics that arise dude to oblateness effects, the
J2 perturbation is of the largest magnitude, and is of considerable interest. The effect
of the J2 potential on the orbital elements of the satellite can be studied by using
Lagrange’s Variation of Parameters or Gauss equations which are valid for arbitrary
perturbations. The study of the effect of the J2 perturbation on orbital elements can
be found in Refs. 1, 2. In Ref. 1, to first order in J2, the gravitational potential
is separated into three terms: first-order secular, short-periodic and long-periodic
(second-order terms are the contributions of higher harmonics and are beyond the
scope of the thesis). If the study of the change of orbital elements is limited to that
due to the first-order secular component, it can be shown that three of the six orbital
elements can be considered constant and the remaining elements show secular growth.
These elements are known as mean elements. If the short-periodic and long-periodic
perturbations are also included in the potential then the instantaneous elements, also
3known as osculating elements, describe the true orbit. Reference 2 finds short and
long period corrections to the mean elements through a perturbation analysis of the
Hamiltonian of the system.
Many systems of differential equations exist that model the motion of a single satel-
lite. Gauss’ equations3 relate the change in orbital elements to control and other
disturbance accelerations. Kechichian’s equations4 also model satellite motion with
coordinates expressed in the local-vertical local-horizontal frame of the satellite. An
equivalence between orbital motion and rigid body kinematics is discussed in Ref. 5.
The models mentioned are exact and are nonlinear equations of sixth order.
Analytical expressions for the orbital elements have been derived by making approx-
imations to the J2 potential for low eccentricities.
6 However, these are valid only for
very low eccentricities since the theory assumes a precessing, near-circular orbit.
1.3 Modeling Relative Motion Including the J2 Perturbation
In the study of the relative motion dynamics of two or more satellites, one of the satel-
lites is generally given the designation of the Chief, and the others are designated the
Deputies. Consequently, interest arises in the relative motion of the Deputies with
respect to the Chief, with a reference frame centered on the Chief. The simplest
set of differential equations that model relative motion between a Deputy and Chief
satellite are the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equations.7 These are a set of three,
second-order, linear differential equations. These equations, while easy to analyze,
do not accurately describe the system dynamics, due to the assumptions of a circular
reference orbit, linearized differential gravitational attraction, and spherical Earth.
4Initial conditions can be found such that the relative motion between the Deputy and
the Chief is periodic. The projected circular orbit (PCO) initial conditions are one
set of initial conditions among the periodic solution initial conditions, that result in
circular relative orbits in the local-horizontal local-vertical plane. However, when the
equations of motion of the truth model are integrated numerically with these initial
conditions, they result in divergent relative motion. Vaddi et al8 showed that, by
identifying eccentricity and nonlinearity as perturbations, their effects may be stud-
ied independently, and corrections may be obtained to the initial conditions for each
perturbation. The two corrections may be then combined to produce bounded rela-
tive orbit solutions to the nonlinear problem with non-zero eccentricity. While these
corrections account for the non-zero eccentricity and second-order nonlinearities, they
do not take into account the perturbation due to J2.
Equations similar to the HCW equations, but with a linearized J2 field incorporated,
have been developed in Ref. 9. The J2 perturbation, if not accounted for properly, can
lead to unbounded relative motion. This drift can be virtually eliminated for small
orbit element differences using the concept of J2-invariant relative orbits.
10 However,
J2-invariant relative orbits may not be attractive for many missions due to the large
relative orbit sizes obtained. Hence, a rate-matching constraint has been developed11
to keep the along-track motion bounded. The out-of-plane motion is controlled by
application of thrust, as required.
Analytical expressions for propagating relative motion under the influence of J2 have
been developed by several authors. Gim and Alfriend12 provide a state transition
matrix for the solution of the linearized relative motion problem using curvilinear
coordinates. Schaub13 presents analytical expressions for propagating the linearized
5orbital element differences using the true anomaly as the independent variable. His
approach does not require the solution of Kepler’s equation at each specified value
of the true anomaly. Time-explicit solutions have been developed by Sabol et al.14
using eccentricity expansions. This approach is valid for small eccentricities. A kine-
matically exact description using the unit sphere approach15 has also been developed.
In this approach, the relative motion problem is studied by projecting the motion of
the satellites onto a unit sphere. The projection is achieved by normalizing the posi-
tion vector of each satellite with respect to its radius. This approach uncouples the
translation and attitude kinematics of satellite relative motion, in a manner similar
to that given by Junkins and Turner,5 and allows one to study the relative motion
using spherical trigonometry. The original unit sphere approach also uses eccentricity
expansions3 for the radial distance and argument of latitude in order to obtain time-
explicit expressions. These eccentricity expansions are not uniformly convergent for
high eccentricities. Even for moderate eccentricities, the number of terms required
for convergence cannot be determined a priori. In such cases it becomes necessary to
solve Kepler’s equation for each satellite in the formation at every solution point. In
this thesis, the true anomaly of the Chief is used as the independent variable, rather
than time. It will be shown that even for high eccentricity relative orbits and large
relative orbit radii, the unit sphere approach gives accurate results. Kepler’s equation
has to be solved, but only for the Deputies.
1.4 Formation Reconfiguration
The formation has to be controlled for establishment of the relative orbit, orbit recon-
figuration, or orbit maintenance, in the presence of J2 and drag perturbations. Gauss’
equations can be used to find the changes in orbital elements arising due to velocity
6increments (impulsive thrust assumption). The analysis in this thesis assumes that
the Chief is uncontrolled and impulses are used to control a Deputy. The modified
unit sphere model can be used to propagate the orbits of the satellites during the
coasting phases. Through a numerical optimization scheme, the optimal magnitude
and directions of the impulses, as well as the optimal times (true anomaly) of thrust
application can be evaluated. To maintain computational accuracy for highly eccen-
tric reference orbits, it is better to optimize the values of true anomaly of the Chief
at points of thrust applications, instead of the time instants of thrust application.
By using the kinematic model for relative motion,16 the reconfiguration problem is
analyzed through the propagation of relative Euler parameters corresponding to the
true and desired frames of reference of the Deputy.
Reconfiguration can also be performed by using continuous control. Reference 17
presents two Lyapunov-based control laws, one based on orbital elements, and an-
other based on ECI coordinates. The controller using ECI coordinates is shown to be
globally and asymptotically stabilizing. However, the stability of the orbital element-
based control cannot be proven rigorously. This thesis uses a Lyapunov function based
on the kinematic description of satellite motion. The stability of the control law can-
not be proven by using Lyapunov’s Stability Theory. Therefore, LaSalle’s Invariance
Principle needs is used to conclude global, asymptotic stability. Lyapunov’s Stability
Theory and LaSalle’s Theorems are explained briefly in the appendices. The control
law derived can be used for reconfigurations where the eccentricity of the Chief’s orbit
may be high or low.
71.5 Organization of the Thesis
This chapter serves as an introduction to the content of the thesis. In Chapter II,
the basic concepts of orbital motion are introduced. The potential due to J2 is pre-
sented and the modifications to the different systems of equations that model orbital
motion of a satellite are developed. The equivalent kinematic model is also presented.
Chapter III develops the system models for relative motion. The HCW equations
are derived, starting from the nonlinear model, in the absence of J2. Special periodic
solutions of these equations are examined and the initial conditions for projected
circular orbits are presented. The geometric method for relative motion, and the
elemental differences required to establish projected circular orbits are shown. These
elemental differences are obtained from the circular projection requirements and the
orbit rate-matching condition. Simulations are performed using these models and
their errors are compared with those from the unit sphere model for relative motion.
Chapter IV discusses modeling of relative motion when the eccentricity of the orbit
of the Chief is very high. The failure of eccentricity expansions is discussed. A mod-
ified method that uses the true anomaly of the Chief as the independent variable is
presented. The validity of this model for different high-eccentricity cases as well as
large formations is verified through numerical simulations.
In Chapter V, the reconfiguration problem is discussed. The first section deals with
reconfiguration through the application of velocity impulses by the use of Gauss’
equations. Numerical optimization is performed to study the reconfiguration for low-
eccentricity as well as high-eccentricity reference orbits. The reconfiguration problem
8is also studied through the kinematic approach. The last section deals with recon-
figuration with continuous control. A candidate Lyapunov function is used and the
control law is derived from it. The global, asymptotic stability of this control law is
proven. Numerical simulations for different cases are used to compare the different
approaches to the reconfiguration problem. Finally, the thesis is summarized in the
last chapter, and a few concluding remarks on future work are presented.
9CHAPTER II
MOTION OF A SATELLITE PERTURBED BY J2
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter various frames of reference and models that are used to describe the
motion of a satellite in orbit around the Earth are illustrated. The origin of the J2
perturbation arising due to the aspherical nature of the Earth is established. Various
systems of equations that model the motion of a satellite in orbit about the Earth
are presented.
2.2 Frames of Reference
 
 
 
 
 
 

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
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θ
Fig. 2.1 The ECI and LVLH Frames
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2.2.1 The Earth-Centered Inertial Frame
The first frame considered is the Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame. The three
directions in the frame are denoted by X, Y , and Z, which lie along the unit vectors
iX , iY , and iZ , respectively. The plane determined by iX and iY coincides with the
equatorial plane and the iZ vector passes through the North Pole.
2.2.2 The Local-Horizontal Local-Vertical Frame
The second frame that is used as frequently as the ECI frame is the Local-Horizontal
Local-Vertical (LVLH) frame. This frame is denoted by the radial, circumferential,
and normal (r-θ-h) directions and the respective unit vectors, ir, iθ, and ih. Since
the orbital plane is defined by the position and velocity vectors, the orbit normal is
given by their cross product. That is, ih = (ir × v)/|v|. The third unit vector, iθ,
is perpendicular to both the radial vector and orbit normal. Therefore, iθ = ih × ir.
For circular orbits the velocity vector, the tangential vector at that point, and the
circumferential vector coincide. The radial, circumferential and normal directions are
also known as ‘in-track’, ‘along-track’, and ‘cross-track’, respectively.
In the description above, a subscript N associated with a vector usually denotes a
vector in the ECI frame. A subscript B denotes a vector in the body-fixed frame
of the satellite. The LVLH frame of the satellite is also the body-fixed frame of the
satellite. Both of the frames are shown in Fig. 2.1.
2.3 Description of Satellite Motion
Different sets of quantities can be used to describe the motion of a satellite in its orbit
around the Earth. Since the motion has three degrees of freedom, six quantities will
11
be required to describe its motion completely - three each, for position and velocity.
2.3.1 Inertial Coordinates
The most obvious set that describes satellite motion is the ECI frame. The position
of the satellite in this frame is given by rN = xiX + yiY + ziZ , and the velocity is
given by vN = x˙iX + y˙iY + z˙iZ . The angular momentum vector is obtained by taking
the vector product of position and velocity: hN = rN × vN .
2.3.2 Orbital Elements
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(b) Elements in Orbital Plane
Fig. 2.2 Orbital Element Description
The most common description of satellite motion is in terms of the orbital elements
developed by Kepler,3 shown in Figs. 2.2a and 2.2b. These elements are: semimajor
axis a, eccentricity e, inclination i, longitude of ascending node (right ascension) Ω,
argument of perigee ω, and mean anomaly M . Instead of mean anomaly, the true
12
anomaly f or eccentric anomaly E are also used. The elements M and E are related
through Kepler’s equation:
M = E − e sinE (2.1)
By inspection, M is available directly from E, but to obtain E from M , Eq. (2.1) has
to be solved iteratively. The argument of latitude, θ = ω + f , is another quantity of
use. The radial distance r is given by
r =
p
1 + e cos f
= a(1− e cosE) (2.2)
where p is the semi-latus rectum (orbit parameter), given by p = a(1− e2).
Instead of solving Eq. (2.1) iteratively, for low eccentricities, very often a series so-
lution is used. The series is formed by increasing powers of e and harmonics of M .
The following expressions are obtained using series expansions:3
f = M +
(
2e− 1
4
e3 +
5
96
e5
)
sinM +
(
5
4
e2 − 11
24
e4 +
17
192
e6
)
sin 2M
+
(
13
12
e3 − 43
64
e5
)
sin 3M +
(
103
96
e4 − 451
480
e6
)
sin 4M
+
1097
960
e5 sin 5M +
1223
960
e6 sin 6M +O(e7) (2.3a)
E = M +
(
e− 1
8
e3 +
1
192
e5
)
sinM +
(
1
2
e2 − 1
6
e4 +
1
48
e6
)
sin 2M
+
(
3
8
e3 − 27
128
e5
)
sin 3M +
(
1
3
e4 − 4
15
e6
)
sin 4M
+
125
384
e5 sin 5M +
27
80
e6 sin 6M +O(e7) (2.3b)
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r = a
[
1 +
1
2
e2 −
(
e− 3
8
e3 +
5
192
e5
)
cosM −
(
1
2
e2 − 1
3
e4 +
1
16
e6
)
cos 2M
−
(
3
8
e3 − 45
128
e5
)
cos 3M −
(
1
3
e4 − 2
5
e6
)
cos 4M
−125
384
e5 cos 5M − 27
80
e6 cos 6M +O(e7)
]
(2.3c)
2.3.3 Nonsingular Classical Elements
The orbital elements discussed above are not free from singularities. In particular,
for near-zero eccentricities (circular orbits), ω and f cannot be determined indepen-
dently and only their sum θ is defined. For near-zero inclinations (equatorial orbits),
the Euler angle description involves a singularity - Ω and ω cannot be determined
independently. There exist element sets that do not show one or both of the singu-
larities. To account for singularities induced by circular orbits, non-singular classical
orbital elements (NSCOE) are used. Three of the NSCOE are the same as the classi-
cal element set: a, i and Ω. The three new quantities that are introduced in this set
are:
q1 = e cosω
q2 = e sinω
θ = ω + f or ψ = ω +M
For very low eccentricities, θ ≈ ψ.
2.3.4 LVLH Coordinates
The third characterization of motion of a satellite is through the use of LVLH coor-
dinates. It can be seen from Fig. 2.2a that the angles Ω, i, and θ, form a 3-1-3 Euler
angle set that characterize the orientation of the LVLH frame with respect to the ECI
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frame. The direction cosine matrix that transforms a vector in the ECI frame to one
in the LVLH frame is given by18
C =

cos θ cosΩ− sin θ cos i sinΩ cos θ sinΩ + sin θ cos i cosΩ sin θ sin i
− sin θ cosΩ− cos θ cos i sinΩ − sin θ sinΩ + cos θ cos i cosΩ cos θ sin i
sin i sinΩ − sin i cosΩ cos i
(2.4)
The characterization of the motion of the LVLH frame is completed by specifying the
angular velocity vector of the satellite. Since the LVLH frame is also a body frame
of the satellite, the angular velocity of the satellite is also the angular velocity of the
frame. The inertial and LVLH angular velocities are given by18
ωinertial =

θ˙ sinΩ sin i+ i˙ cosΩ
−θ˙ cosΩ sin i+ i˙ sinΩ
Ω˙ + θ˙ cos i
 (2.5a)
ωLV LH =

Ω˙ sin θ sin i+ i˙ cos θ
Ω˙ cos θ sin i− i˙ sin θ
Ω˙ cos i+ θ˙
 (2.5b)
The equations of motion using the different descriptions will be presented in detail in
the next chapter.
2.4 The J2 Perturbation
2.4.1 The Gravitational Potential
The aspherical nature of the Earth, arising from the equatorial bulge shown in
Fig. 2.3a, leads to a gravitational attraction on a body that is no longer directed
towards the center of mass of the Earth. From Newton’s law of gravitation, the
gravitational acceleration vector, da, due to the infinitesimal mass dm of the body of
15
(a) Equatorial Bulge
ρ
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(b) Potential of an Arbitrarily
Shaped Body
Fig. 2.3 Origin of the J2 Perturbation
arbitrary shape in Fig. 2.3b is given by
da = −Gdm ρ
ρ3
where G = 6.672 × 10−11kg−1m3s−2 is the universal gravitation constant. If Φ is a
potential function, the acceleration in its field is given by
d2r
dt2
= −∇Φ = −∂Φ
∂x
iX +
∂Φ
∂y
iY +
∂Φ
∂z
iZ
The potential due to an elemental mass dm, is therefore given by
dΦ = −Gdm
ρ
(2.6)
In spherical coordinates, the point P in Fig. 2.3b has the coordinates (r, φ, λ) where
r is the radial distance, φ is the geocentric latitude, and λ is the longitude. For a
body with rotational symmetry, the gravitational potential is obtained by integrating
16
Eq. (2.6) over the entire volume of the body, to obtain
Φ(r, φ) = −µ
r
[
1 +
∞∑
k=2
Jk
(
Re
r
)k
Pk (sinφ)
]
(2.7)
where µ = GMe, and Pk is the kth Legendre polynomial (Me is the mass of the
Earth). Since the mass distribution is the same with respect to the axis of rotation,
the potential does not depend on the longitude.
The thesis concentrates on the effects of the second zonal harmonic J2 since it is the
most dominant among the harmonics. The second zonal harmonic for the Earth has
the following value:
J2 = 1.082629× 10−3
The other harmonics are of the order of 10−6 or less.
Limiting the series in Eq. (2.7) to k = 2, and from P2(ν) = (3ν
2 − 1)/2, the gravita-
tional potential of the Earth due to oblateness effects is
Φ(r, φ)J2 = −
µJ2R
2
e
2r3
(
3 sinφ2 − 1) (2.8)
From spherical trigonometry, sinφ = sin i sin θ = sin i sin(ω+f). In terms of Cartesian
coordinates, sinφ = z/r. Hence,
ΦJ2 =
µJ2R
2
e
2r3
(
1− 3 sin2 i sin2 θ) (2.9a)
=
µJ2R
2
e
2r3
(
1− 3z
2
r2
)
(2.9b)
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2.4.2 Perturbation Accelerations due to J2
The accelerations acting on a satellite due to the J2 perturbation can be derived
from the potential functions in the desired coordinate system from Eqs. (2.9). The
accelerations in the inertial frame of reference, using Cartesian coordinates, are
aJ2 = −
[
∂ΦJ2
∂x
iX +
∂ΦJ2
∂y
iY +
∂ΦJ2
∂z
iZ
]
= −3
2
µJ2R
2
e
r4

(
1− 3z2
r2
)
x
r(
1− 3z2
r2
)
y
r(
3− 3z2
r2
)
z
r
 (2.10)
The acceleration in spherical coordinates with (r,φ,λ), is given by
aJ2 = −
[
∂ΦJ2
∂r
ir +
1
r
∂ΦJ2
∂φ
iφ +
1
r cosφ
∂ΦJ2
∂λ
iλ
]
= −3
2
µJ2R
2
e
r4

1− 3 sin2 φ
2 sinφ cosφ
0
 (2.11)
However, the spherical coordinate expression is seldom used. Of greater use is the
expression for the acceleration due to J2 terms in the LVLH frame, in terms of the
orbital angles and radial distance. The perturbing acceleration due to J2 can also be
written as
aJ2 =
1
2
µJ2R
2
e
[
3
r4
− 15 (r · n)
2
r6
]
r
r
Then, in the LVLH frame, the perturbation acceleration is given by
aJ2 = −
3
2
J2µR
2
e
r4

1− 3 sin2 i sin2 θ
2 sin2 i sin θ cos θ
2 sin i cos i sin θ
 (2.12)
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2.4.3 Mean and Osculating Elements
From Lagrange’s variation of parameters, the differential equations for the orbital
elements due to a potential3 are given by
da
dt
=
2
na
∂Φ
∂M
(2.13a)
de
dt
=
η2
na2e
∂Φ
∂M
− η
na2e
∂Φ
∂ω
(2.13b)
di
dt
=
cos i
na2η sin i
∂Φ
∂ω
(2.13c)
dΩ
dt
=
cos i
na2η sin i
∂Φ
∂i
(2.13d)
dω
dt
= − cos i
na2η sin i
∂Φ
∂i
+
η
na2e
∂Φ
∂e
(2.13e)
dM
dt
= n− η
2
na2e
∂Φ
∂e
− 2
na
∂R
∂a
(2.13f)
where η =
√
1− e2 and n = √µ/a3 is the orbital rate. In the absence of the J2
perturbation, five orbital elements remain constant, and M is a linear function of
time. It can be seen from Eq. (2.13), that if the J2 potential is included, all the ele-
ments change over time. The resulting elements are known as the osculating elements.
The use of mean elements for orbit propagation has been studied extensively. Kozai1
obtained expressions for the components that contribute to the first-order secular,
short-periodic and long-periodic parts of the potential function. Second-order secular
terms are also obtained if J4 and higher-order harmonics are included. The first-order
secular components are obtained by averaging the short-period terms out of ΦJ2 . The
short-period terms are those that include harmonics of the true anomaly f . The effect
of these terms is noticeable over one orbit. The long-period terms include harmonics
of the argument of perigee ω only. The effect of the harmonic terms typically is felt
over a large number of orbits only; over one orbit the long-periodic variations appear
19
similar to secular growth terms.
The secular component of the potential, Φ¯, is obtained as shown below:
Φ¯ =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
ΦJ2dM
=
3
2
J2R
2
en
2 1
η3
(
1
3
− 1
2
sin2 i
)
(2.14)
The following results are obtained from Eqs. (2.13),
a˙ = e˙ = i˙ = 0
Ω˙ = −3
2
nJ2
(
Re
p
)2
cos i (2.15a)
ω˙ =
3
4
nJ2
(
Re
p
)2
(5 cos2 i− 1) (2.15b)
M˙ = n
[
1 +
3
4
√
1− e2J2
(
Re
p
)2
(3 cos2 i− 1)
]
(2.15c)
Thus, given an initial set of mean orbital elements, the mean elements can be ob-
tained at any time by using the rates calculated by Eqs. (2.15).
The short-periodic part of the J2 potential can be included in Eqs. (2.13) to obtain
corrections, by regarding a, e, i, and ω as constants in. The short-period corrections
can be found in Ref. 1. These corrections involve periodic functions of f , ω + f ,
3ω + 2f , etc., and give approximate formulae for the osculating elements.
An alternative treatment to the problem of orbital element variations due to the J2
perturbation is available in Brouwer,2 through the use of Delaunay variables. The
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use of Delaunay variables requires the following conversions:
L = (µa)
1
2 l =M
G = L (1− e2) 12 g = ω
H = G cos i h = Ω
 (2.16)
In the Delaunay description, (L,G,H) are the momenta of the system. The Delaunay
variables are obtained from a canonical transformation, hence the Hamiltonian F of
the system formed by these variables yields straight-forward equations of motion:
l˙ =
∂F
∂L
g˙ =
∂F
∂G
h˙ =
∂F
∂H
(2.17a)
L˙ = −∂F
∂l
G˙ = −∂F
∂g
H˙ = −∂F
∂h
(2.17b)
By a perturbation analysis of the Hamiltonian, F can be written as the sum of the
Hamiltonian of the unperturbed system and a quantity depending on a small param-
eter. In the present case, the small parameter is J2. Brouwer’s theory can be used
to find the short-periodic as well as long-periodic corrections to obtain osculating
elements from mean elements.
The short-period corrections obtained from Kozai and Brouwer are the same.19 While
the corrections from the former are in terms of harmonics of ω and f , in the latter,
they are in terms of l and g. It should be noted that Ω and h do not appear anywhere
in the formulation. This is a reflection of the fact that the potential due to J2 in
Eq. (2.7) does not depend on the longitude λ.
The theory developed1,2 is correct up to the first order in J2; that is, J
2
2 and higher
powers have been ignored. The long-period corrections include terms like J2 sin g,
J2 cos g, etc. Since for short periods of time (a few orbits), sin g ≈ sin g˙t ≈ g˙t,
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and g˙ ∼ O(J2), the resulting terms are of order J22 and are therefore negligible when
compared to the short-periodic variations. The greatest contribution in the conversion
from mean to osculating elements is therefore from the short-period corrections.
2.5 The Inertial Model for Orbit Propagation
The most obvious equations that describe satellite motion are obtained in the ECI
frame. The motion described in ECI coordinates is governed by six first-order non-
linear differential equations:3
r¨ = −∇Φ (2.18)
where Φ is the gravitational potential function and Φr is its gradient.
The angular momentum is given by h = r × v. The rate of change of angular
momentum is given by
dh
dt
= r× r¨
= −r× µ
r3
r− r× 1
2
µJ2R
2
e
[
6z
r5
iZ +
(
3
r5
− 15z
2
r7
)
r
]
= r× 3µJ2R
2
e
r5
iZ = −3µJ2R
2
e
r5
{yziX − xziY } (2.19)
Thus, the Z-component of angular momentum is always a constant, irrespective of
the presence of J2. This is yet another consequence of the symmetry of the Earth,
about its axis of rotation.
2.6 Gauss’ Equations
Gauss’ equations3 relate a general disturbance acceleration vector to the correspond-
ing changes in orbital elements. The disturbance can be a control acceleration vector,
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or that due to other forces. Gauss’ equations are more general than Lagrange’s Varia-
tion of Parameters equations. A complete derivation of Gauss’ equations is presented
in Ref. 3. Gauss’ equations are given by
de
dt
= f(e,u) = G(e)u (2.20)
where e = {a e i Ω ω M}T and G is a 6× 3 matrix, written as follows
G =

2a2
h
e sin f 2a
2
h
p
r 0
p sin f
h
(p+ r) cos f + re
h
0
0 0 r cos θ
h
0 0 r sin θ
h sin i
−p cos f
he
(p+ r) sin f
he
−r sin θ cos i
h sin i
η
he
(p cos f − 2re) − η
he
(p+ r) sin f 0

(2.21)
with h =
√
µp, η =
√
1− e2, r = p/(1 + e cos f) and p = a(1− e2). The disturbance
acceleration is u = {ur uθ uh}T . The variation in the orbital elements due to the
J2 perturbation can also be obtained by using the accelerations due to J2, given by
Eq. (2.12).
2.7 Kechichian’s Equations
Equations to model the motion of a satellite using the LVLH frame of reference have
been developed by Kechichian.4 These nonlinear equations are exact and include the
effects of perturbations due to drag as well as J2. In the absence of drag and control,
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Kechichian’s equations are:
r¨ = θ˙2 + r
(
c2θ + c
2
i s
2
θ
)
Ω˙2 + 2rciθ˙Ω˙− 2rsisθcθ i˙Ω˙ + rs2θ i˙2
− µ
r2
− 3µJ2R
2
e
2r4
(
1− 3s2i s2θ
)
(2.22a)
θ¨ = −2r˙
r
(
ciΩ˙ + θ˙
)
− ciΩ¨− s2i sθcθΩ˙2 + 2sis2θ i˙Ω˙
+sθcθ
(
i˙2 − 3µJ2R
2
e
r5
s2i
)
(2.22b)
i˙ = −3µJ2R
2
esicisθcθ
hr3
(2.22c)
Ω˙ = −3µJ2R
2
ecis
2
θ
hr3
(2.22d)
where,
h =
r3θ˙ +
(
r6θ˙2 − 12rµJ2R2es2θc2i
) 1
2
2r
h˙ = −3µJ2R
2
e
r3
s2i sθcθ
Ω¨ = −3µJ2R2e
[
− h˙cis
2
θ
h2r3
− r˙cis
2
θ
hr4
− sis
2
θ i˙
hr3
+
2cisθcθθ˙
hr3
]
The sines and cosines in Eqs. (2.22) are denoted by s and c, respectively, with their
subscripts denoting the argument of the function.
Any of the above models may be used as a “truth” model. The thesis will use the
ECI model as the truth model and the simulation of subsequent analytical models
developed, will be compared with this model.
2.8 Kinematic Analogy to Orbital Motion
An analogy has been drawn between rigid body dynamics and orbital mechanics in
Ref. 5. If the position vector of the satellite in its own LVLH frame is rB, where the
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superscript B indicates the body-fixed frame, then,
rB = rir (2.23)
The velocity of the satellite is then given by
vN = r˙+ ωB × rB (ωB ≡ ωLV LH)
= r˙ir + rω
B
h iθ − rωBθ ih (2.24)
Consequently, the inertial acceleration in the LVLH frame is given by
a =

r¨ −
(
ωBh
2
+ ωBθ
2
)
r
ω˙Bh r + 2ω
B
h r˙ + ω
B
r ω
B
θ r
−ω˙Bθ r − 2ωBθ r˙ + ωBr ωBh r
 (2.25)
It can be shown that a kinematic constraint exists5 such that
ωB = Ω˙ cos θ sin i− i˙ sin θ = 0 (2.26)
This constraint can be independently derived from Gauss’ equations (2.20) for i˙ and Ω˙.
Reference 20 studies the linearization error associated with different characterizations
of the kinematic equivalent of orbital motion. The Euler parameter (EP) set is a
redundant set that has less a linearization error than the 3-1-3 Euler angle set. The
EPs are also a regularized set and do not have any singularities as do the 3-1-3 Euler
angle set. The orientation of any frame with respect to another can be achieved by an
Euler principal axis rotation through an angle φ about a unit vector l = {l1 l2 l3}T .
Since the direction cosine matrix C transforms a vector from the reference frame to
the new frame, the Euler axis remains untransformed. Thus, Cl = l. Therefore, l is
also the eigenaxis of C, corresponding to an eigenvalue of 1. The EPs corresponding
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to this transformation are given by
β0 = cos
φ
2
, βi = li sin
φ
2
, i = 1 . . . 3 (2.27)
The direction cosine matrix can be expressed in terms of the EPs:18
C =

β20 + β
2
1 − β22 − β23 2(β1β2 + β0β3) 2(β1β3 − β0β2)
(β1β2 + β0β3) β
2
0 − β21 + β22 − β23 2(β2β3 + β0β1)
2(β1β3 + β0β2) 2(β2β3 − β0β1) β20 − β21 − β22 + β23
 (2.28)
The EPs can be found from the 3-1-3 Euler angle rotation by the following relations:
β0 = cos
(
i
2
)
cos
(
Ω + θ
2
)
β1 = sin
(
i
2
)
cos
(
Ω− θ
2
)
β2 = sin
(
i
2
)
sin
(
Ω− θ
2
)
β3 = cos
(
i
2
)
sin
(
Ω + θ
2
) (2.29)
For the complete characterization orbit, the nine states
{
r r˙ ωT βT
}T
are re-
quired. However, other descriptions of the orbit require only six elements. The
nine states also have three constraints. One constraint has already been shown in
Eq. (2.26). By setting ωBh = ω˙
B
h = 0 in the h-component of a in Eq. (2.25), another
constraint is obtained for ωBr :
ωBr =
uh
rωBh
(2.30)
If the external force in the orbit normal direction is zero, then ωBr = 0. Finally, the
third constraint is on the redundancy of the Euler parameter set: βTβ = 1. There
are thus, seven differential equations of motion, one each for r and r˙, four for the
EPs, and one for ωBh .
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2.9 Summary
The frames of reference and quantities to describe the motion of a satellite that
are used in the thesis have been presented in this section. An introduction to the
basis of the J2 perturbation has been provided, followed by the relevant theories
of Kozai and Brouwer. While the short-period corrections from both Kozai and
Brouwer are identical, only one of the theories should be used and they should not be
mixed. Of the two approaches, Brouwer’s theory is mathematically more reliable since
the corrections are obtained from a perturbation analysis of the Hamiltonian, while
Kozai’s corrections are obtained from an analysis that depends on the time-average
of some elements. In this thesis, Brouwer’s theory will be used to obtain osculating
elements from mean elements.
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CHAPTER III
MODELING RELATIVE MOTION INCLUDING THE J2
PERTURBATION
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the different models used to study the motion of a single
satellite that included the J2 perturbation, were presented briefly. Since the relative
motion under the effect of perturbations is of interest in this thesis, the various models
for relative motion will be developed in this chapter. Of special interest are relative
orbits that are circular, when projected on the θ-h plane. The initial conditions
for the projected circular orbit from the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire equations and the
geometric method are discussed. With respect to the latter, two different conditions
are explored. The first one may lead to large and impractical formations, while the
latter causes drift in the cross-track motion that has to be corrected using thrust. Two
new approaches to propagating relative motion dynamics: the unit sphere model and
the kinematic approach are presented. The errors in relative motion from different
models are studied.
3.2 Truth Models for Relative Motion
Let the position and velocity vectors of the Chief satellite be rC and vC , and those
of the Deputy be rD and vD, respectively. The inertial relative position and velocity
are then defined as
δr = rD − rC (3.1a)
δv = vD − vC (3.1b)
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The relative position can be transformed into the LVLH frame of the Chief by using
the direction cosine matrix, C. The columns of C can be expressed in terms of the
position and velocity vectors by
C =
[
rC
rC
hC × rC
|hC × rC |
hC
hC
]
(3.2)
Then, the relative position (x, y, z) in the LVLH frame of the Chief21 is given by
x =
δrT rC
rC
(3.3a)
y =
δrT (hC × rC)
|hC × rC | (3.3b)
z =
δrThC
hC
(3.3c)
where hC = rC × vC is the angular momentum vector of the Chief. The relative
velocities in the LVLH frame are:
x˙ =
δvT rC + δr
TvC
rC
− (δr
T rC)(r
T
CvC)
r3C
(3.4a)
y˙ =
δvT (hC × rC) + δrT (h˙C × rC + hC × vC)
|hC × rC |
−δr
T (hC × rC)(hC × rC)T (h˙C × rC + hC × vC)
|hC × rC |3 (3.4b)
z˙ =
δvThC + δr
T h˙C
hC
− δr
ThC(h
T
Ch˙C)
h3C
(3.4c)
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) can be used to transform the inertial position and velocity of
the Chief and Deputy into the relative position in the Chief’s LVLH frame. To obtain
the inertial position and velocity of satellites, two sets of six first-order equations
shown in Eq. (2.18) need to be solved. This ECI model will be referred to as the
truth model and will be used as a basis for comparison. Further, Gauss’ equations or
Kechichian’s equations can also be used to find the relative position and velocity. In
such cases, the direction cosine matrix will have to be obtained from the 3-1-3 Euler
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angles of the Deputy and Chief. The position and velocity of the Deputy will have to
be transformed into the ECI frame using the transpose of its direction cosine matrix,
and back into the LVLH frame of the Chief.
3.3 Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire Model for Relative Motion
The Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equations7 are the simplest equations that model
relative motion.
3.3.1 Equations of Motion
Let the position of the Chief (reference) in its LVLH frame by rC = {r 0 0}T .
If the relative position of the Deputy in the Chief’s LVLH is δr = {x y z}T , the
position of the Deputy is
rD =

r + x
y
z
 (3.5)
In the absence of J2 perturbations, the angular velocity of the Chief’s LVLH frame is
θ˙ih. Then, from Eq. (2.24), the velocity of the Deputy is
r˙D = r˙C +

x˙
y˙
z˙
+ θ˙ih ×

x
y
z
 = r˙C +

x˙− yθ˙
y˙ + xθ˙
0
 (3.6)
Similarly, from Eq. (2.25),
r¨D − r¨C =

x¨− 2y˙θ˙ − xθ˙2 − yθ¨
y¨ + 2x˙θ˙ − yθ˙2 − xθ¨
0
 (3.7)
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In the absence of control, the equations of motion of the two satellites can be written
as
r¨C = gC =
{
− µ
r2
0 0
}T
(3.8a)
r¨D = gD =
{
− µ
r2D
0 0
}T
(3.8b)
where, rD = [(r + x)
2 + y2 + z2]
1
2 , r¨C and r¨D are the inertial accelerations of Chief
and Deputy, respectively, and gC and gD are the respective gravitational attractions.
From Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), a tenth-order nonlinear system that includes eccentricity
effects is obtained:
x¨− 2y˙θ˙ − xθ˙2 − yθ¨ = − µ(r + x)
[(r + x)2 + y2 + z2]
3
2
+
µ
r2
(3.9a)
y¨ + 2x˙θ˙ − yθ˙2 + xθ¨ = − µy
[(r + x)2 + y2 + z2]
3
2
(3.9b)
z¨ = − µz
[(r + x)2 + y2 + z2]
3
2
(3.9c)
r¨ = rθ˙2 − µ
r2
(3.9d)
θ¨ = −2 r˙
r
θ˙ (3.9e)
By linearizing the differential gravity field, the gravitational attraction on the Deputy
can be written as
gD = gC +
∂g
∂δr
δr+O(|δr|2)
The above result, when substituted in Eqs. (3.9), results in the following linearized
equations for relative motion:
x¨− 2y˙θ˙ − xθ˙2 − yθ¨ − 2 µ
r3
x = 0 (3.10a)
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y¨ + 2x˙θ˙ − yθ˙2 + xθ¨ + µ
r3
y = 0 (3.10b)
z¨ +
µ
r3
z = 0 (3.10c)
r¨ = rθ˙2 − µ
r2
(3.10d)
θ¨ = −2 r˙
r
θ˙ (3.10e)
By using Eqs. (2.3), Melton22 truncated the series for r and θ to O(e2) and reduced
the order of Eqs. (3.10) to six. Reference 22 also obtains a state transition matrix for
the relative motion problem between elliptical orbits.
If it is further assumed that the Chief’s orbit is circular, then θ˙ = nC =
√
µ/a3C ,
θ¨ = 0, and r = aC . Under these assumptions, the HCW equations are obtained as
given below:
x¨− 2nC y˙ − 3n2Cx = 0 (3.11a)
y¨ + 2nC x˙ = 0 (3.11b)
z¨ + n2Cz = 0 (3.11c)
Equations (3.11) are a set of sixth-order, linear constant coefficient ordinary differ-
ential equations. The HCW equations admit bounded periodic solutions known as
HCW solutions that are suitable for formation flying, given by
x =
c1
2
sin(nCt+ α0) (3.12a)
y = c1 cos(nCt+ α0) + c3 (3.12b)
z = c2 sin(nCt+ β0) (3.12c)
x˙ =
c1
2
nC cos(nCt+ α0) (3.12d)
y˙ = −c1nC sin(nCt+ α0) (3.12e)
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z˙ = c2nC cos(nCt+ β0) (3.12f)
The constants c1...3, α0 and β0 are determined by the initial conditions. HCW initial
conditions refer to those conditions for which there is no secular growth in y, i.e.,
y˙0 + 2nCx0 = 0 (3.13)
3.3.2 HCW Conditions for a Projected Circular Orbit
Projected Circular Orbits (PCO) are those that are circles in the θ-h plane. They
are obtained by choosing c1 = c2 = ρ, c3 = 0 and α0 = β0. As a result,
x =
ρ
2
sin(nCt+ α0)
y = ρ cos(nCt+ α0)
z = ρ sin(nCt+ α0)
ρ is the relative orbit radius and α0 is the initial phase angle. ρ and α0 are shown
with respect to the LVLH frame of the Chief in Fig. 3.1.
Since the HCW equations have been derived under the assumptions of a circular
reference orbit, linearized differential gravity field and no perturbations, they break
down when any of the these assumptions are violated. This has been addressed
in Ref. 8. By performing a perturbation analysis on a model with second-order
nonlinearities included, corrections to the initial conditions of the HCW equations
can be developed that reduce the error due to linearization. Further analysis on
Melton’s state transition matrix22 yields a correction to the initial conditions that
yield near-circular relative orbits.
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Fig. 3.1 Relative Radius and Initial Phase Angle
3.4 Geometric Approach to Formation Flying
3.4.1 Equations of Motion
Let the orbital elements of the Chief and Deputy be eC and eD, respectively. The
differences between the elements of the Deputy and the Chief are then given by
δe = eD − eC = {δa δe δi δΩ δω δM}T . If the radial distance of the Chief
(reference) is r, the position of the Deputy in the LVLH frame of the Chief can be
written as
rD =

r + δr
0
0
 (3.14)
Let CC and CD be the direction cosine matrices that transform a vector in the inertial
frame into the respective LVLH frames of the Chief and Deputy. Then the relative
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position is also given by δr = CCC
T
DrD − rC . The direction cosine matrix of the
Deputy can be written as:
CD = CC + δC (3.15)
Then, the relative position is
x
y
z
 =

δr
0
0
+ rCC

δC11
δC21
δC31
 (3.16)
From the expression for C in Eq. (2.4), the relative position is given by23
x ≈ δr (3.17a)
y ≈ r(δθ + δΩcos iC) (3.17b)
z ≈ r(δi sin θC − δΩcos θC sin iC) (3.17c)
Reference 12 develops a state transition matrix by obtaining a linearized relation
between the relative position and the orbital element differences. A nonsingular
element set is used, and the relative position vector is written as
δr = Aδe
Given the relative position δr, the orbital element differences can be found by δe =
A−1δr. The accuracy of the method is improved by using a curvilinear coordinate
system affixed on the Chief, rather than the usual rectilinear LVLH frame. A trans-
formation matrix in nonsingular elements is developed that is more accurate than
Brouwer’s theory, especially at low eccentricities.
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3.4.2 Initial Conditions for Bounded, Circular Projection Relative Orbits
The PCO requirement results in the following parametric form for y and z:
y = ρ cos(θC + α0) z = ρ sin(θC + α0) (3.18)
ρ and α0 are defined in Fig. 3.1. If the reference orbit is of low eccentricity, then
r ≈ a, and from Eq. (2.3a),
f = M + 2e sinM +O(e2)
⇒ δf = δM + 2δe sinM + 2e [sin(M + δM)− sinM ]
= δM + 2δe sinM + 2e [sinM cos δM + cosM sin δM − sinM ] (3.19)
For small formations, δM ¿M , and
δf = δM + 2δe sinM + 2e cosMδM (3.20)
⇒ y = r(δθ + δΩcos iC)
≈ aC(δω + δM + δΩcos iC) + 2aCδe sinMC + 2aCeCδM cosMC (3.21)
Similarly,
z ≈ aC(δi sin θC − δΩ sin iC cos θC) (3.22)
In the absence of J2 perturbations, δi, δΩ and δω are constants. But,
δM = δM0 + δnt = δM0 +
(√
µ
a3D
−
√
µ
a3C
)
t
If δM 6= constant then from Eq. (3.21), the Deputy will show secular drift in the
along-track direction. δM = constant only if the mean rates are equal, that is, if
δa = aD − aC = 0.
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From Eq. (3.18), the desired parameterization of y can be written as
y = ρ cos(θC + α0)
≈ ρ cos(ωC +MC + 2eC sinMC + α0)
= ρ cos(ωC +MC + α0) cos(2eC sinMC)
−ρ sin(ωC +MC + α0) sin(2eC sinMC) (3.23)
For small eccentricities, cos(2e sinM) ≈ 1 and sin(2e sinM) ≈ 2e sinM . Substituting
in Eq. (3.23),
y = ρ cos(ωC + α0) cosMC − ρ [sin(ωC + α0) + 2eC sin(ωC +MC + α0)] sinMC(3.24)
By a term-by-term comparison of Eqs. (3.21) and (3.24),
δω + δM + δΩcos iC = 0
δM =
ρ
2aCeC
cos(ωC + α0)
δe = − ρ
2aC
[sin(ωC + α0) + 2eC sin(MC0 + ω + α0)]
This is only true if δM is small. If δM is not small, then from Eq. (3.19), Eq. (3.21)
needs to be modified, and by comparing the coefficients of cosMC
2eC sin δM =
ρ
aC
cos(ωC + α0)
⇒ δM = sin−1
[
ρ
2aCeC
cos(ωC + α0)
]
Thus, δM can be assumed small if ρ/(2aCeC) cos(ωC + α0) ¿ 1. This is also a con-
dition for the validity of the above analysis.
The value of δM obtained from either the small angle assumption, or the arc-sine,
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can be used to find δe by comparing the coefficients of sinMC :
2δe+ 2eC(cos δM − 1) = − ρ
α0
[sin(ωC + α0) + 2eC sin(MC + ωC + α0)]
The desired parameterization of z from Eq. (3.18) results in
z = ρ sin θC cosα0 + ρ cos θC sinα0 (3.25)
By comparing the coefficients of sin θC and cos θC in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.25),
δi =
ρ
aC
cosα0
δΩ = − ρ
aC
sinα0
sin i
Since δΩ has been determined, δω = −δM−δΩcos iC . The orbital element differences
for a PCO of relative radius ρ and phase angle α0 in the absence of J2 perturbations
are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Initial Orbital Element Differences for a Relative Orbit of Radius
ρ and Phase Angle α0 in the Absence of J2
δa 0
δe − ρ2aC [sin(ωC + α0) + 2eC sin(MC0 + ωC + α0)]
δi
ρ
aC cosα0
δΩ -
ρ
aC
sinα0
sin iC
δω − ρ2aCeC cos(ωC + α0) +
ρ
aC
cos iC sinα0
sin iC
δM
ρ
2aCeC
cos(ωC + α0)
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For low-eccentricity Chief orbits or for small relative orbit radii, ρeC ¿ aC , and the
second term of δe can be ignored. For very low eccentricities, though the sum of δω
and δM is defined, they are undefined individually.
In the presence of J2 perturbations, the relative motion using mean elements can be
analyzed, since the short-periodic variations are oscillatory in nature and the mean
elements account for the drifts in the elements. From Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22),
y
∣∣∣
mean
= aC(δω + δM + δΩcos iC + 2δe sinMC + 2eCδM cosMC)
∣∣∣
mean
(3.26a)
z
∣∣∣
mean
= aC(δi sin θC − δΩ sin iC cos θC)
∣∣∣
mean
(3.26b)
Since δΩ˙, δω˙, and δM˙ are no longer zero, the relative motion is not bounded. Schaub
and Alfriend,10 as described below, have presented an analytical method to establish
J2-invariant orbits. A normalized Delauney element description is considered. To
prevent the Deputy from drifting away from the Chief, it is necessary to have all three
relative rates, δl˙ = δg˙ = δh˙ = 0. This is only possible if δL = δG = δH = 0, which
constrains the possible values for the semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination
of the Deputy with respect to those of the Chief. By relaxing the constraint, and
only requiring that the the mean drift rate between the radius vectors be zero, the
following conditions for J2 invariance are obtained:
h˙D = h˙C ⇒ δΩ˙ = 0 (3.27a)
θ˙D = θ˙C ⇒ l˙D + g˙D = l˙C + g˙C ⇒ δω˙ + δ˙M = 0 (3.27b)
However, it is shown in Ref. 10 that δM depends on tan iC . As the inclination of
the reference orbit increases, the required difference in mean anomalies grows very
large. This results in relative orbits of very large radii, and for near-polar orbits, the
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analysis fails. From Eqs. (3.26), secular drift in y and z exist unless
δω˙ + δM˙ + δΩ˙ cos iC
∣∣∣
mean
= 0 (3.28a)
δΩ˙
∣∣∣
mean
= 0 (3.28b)
Table 3.2 Initial Orbital Element Differences for a Relative Orbit of Radius
ρ and Phase Angle α0 with J2 Perturbations
δa 12J2
(
R2e
aC
)
(3η + 4)
η4
[
−(1− 3 cos2 iC)eCη2 δe− sin 2iCδi
]
δe − ρ2aC [sin(ωC + α0) + 2eC sin(MC0 + ωC + α0)]
δi
ρ
aC cosα0
δΩ -
ρ
aC
sinα0
sin iC
δω − ρ2aCeC cos(ωC + α0) +
ρ
aC
cos iC sinα0
sin iC
δM
ρ
2aCeC
cos(ωC + α0)
Equation (3.28a) is the period-matching condition derived in Ref. 11. From Eq. (3.28b),
a non-zero δa is obtained that is of order J2. The modified elemental differences for
PCOs are given in Table 3.2.
Both the conditions in Eqs. (3.28) cannot be satisfied simultaneously, since the desired
elements of the Deputy also need to satisfy the six HCW PCO conditions. The
condition on y˙0, specified in Eq. (3.13), is dropped and the rate-matching constraint
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Eq. (3.28a) is used. Since Eq. (3.28b) is no longer satisfied,
δΩ˙
∣∣∣
mean
=
∂Ω˙C
∂aC
δa+
∂Ω˙C
∂eC
δe+
∂Ω˙C
∂iC
δi
∣∣∣
mean
(3.29)
Since δa is of the order of J2, the contribution of a to δΩ˙ is of the order of J
2
2 . Correct
to first order, and for low eccentricities, the expression for z using mean elements is
z
r
∣∣∣∣∣
mean
=
ρ
aC
[
sin(θC + α0) + 1.5J2
(
Re
aC
)2
nC sin
2 iC cos θC cosα0t
] ∣∣∣∣∣
mean
(3.30)
The mean value of z is zero. The growth in error amplitude as a function of time can
be obtained from above as
z
r
∣∣∣∣∣
secular
=
ρ
aC
1.5J2
(
Re
aC
)2
nC sin
2 iC cosα0t
The growth of z is maximum for α0 = 0
◦ and minimum for α0 = 90◦. It should be
noted that the drift is not zero as predicted by Eq. (3.30), since there are contributions
from δa and eC that have been ignored in the equation.
3.5 The Unit Sphere Representation of Relative Motion
The relative motion of a Deputy with respect to a Chief satellite can also be studied
by using the unit sphere representation.15 The relative motion between two satellites
can be analytically obtained by projecting the positions of the Chief and Deputy onto
a sphere of unit radius. This projection is performed by normalizing the positions of
the Chief and the Deputy with respect to their radial distances from the center of
the Earth. The projected points on the unit sphere are known as sub-satellite points.
Figure 3.2 shows how the normalization leads to the projected orbit.
Let CC and CD be the direction cosine matrices associated with the LVLH frames
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Fig. 3.2 Relative Motion on the Unit Sphere
of the Chief and the Deputy, respectively, characterized by the 3-1-3 Euler angle
rotation in Eq. (2.4). The transformation matrix CCC
T
D transforms a vector in the
LVLH frame of the Deputy into the LVLH frame of the Chief. On the unit sphere,
the position vectors of the Deputy and the Chief in their own LVLH frame are,
respectively, r¯D = {1 0 0}T and r¯C = {1 0 0}T . The quantities with bars over
them are used to distinguish the position on the unit sphere from the true position
vectors. Then, the relative position on the unit sphere, is given by
x¯
y¯
z¯
 = CCC
T
Dr¯D − r¯C =
[
CCC
T
D − I
]

1
0
0
 (3.31)
From Eq. (2.4), CC ≡ CC(ΩC , iC , θC) and CD ≡ CD(ΩD, iD, θD). Thus by determin-
ing the 3-1-3 Euler angles of the Chief and Deputy, the relative position on the unit
sphere can be determined. The true relative position in the LVLH frame of the Chief
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is then given by the inverse relations
x = rD(1 + x¯)− rC (3.32a)
y = rDy¯ (3.32b)
z = rDz¯ (3.32c)
The position of the Deputy in the Chief’s LVLH frame, projected on the unit sphere
is given by
r¯CD = (1 + x¯)ir + y¯iθ + z¯ih (3.33)
Since the motion on the unit sphere is constrained to lie on it, it can be stated that
(1 + x¯)2 + y¯2 + z¯2 = 1 (3.34)
and x¯2 + y¯2 + z¯2 ≥ 0, x¯ ≤ 0.
Let v¯D and v¯
C
D be the inertial velocity vectors of the Deputy expressed its own LVLH
frame and the Chief’s LVLH frame, respectively. The velocity of the Deputy on the
unit sphere cannot have a radial component when expressed in its own LVLH frame.
Then,
v¯D = ω
B
D × irD (3.35a)
v¯CD = ( ˙¯xir + ˙¯yiθ + ˙¯zih) + ω
C
D × r¯CD (3.35b)
From Ref. 15, Eqs. (3.31) can be written explicitly in terms of the orbital angles of
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the Chief and Deputy.
x¯ = −1 + c2iC/2c2iD/2c(∆θ+∆Ω) + s2iC/2s2iD/2c(∆θ−∆Ω)
+s2iC/2c
2
iD/2
c(2θC+∆θ+∆Ω) + c
2
iC/2
s2iD/2c(2θC+∆θ−∆Ω)
+1/2siCsiD
[
c∆θ − c(2θC+∆θ)
]
(3.36a)
y¯ = c2iC/2c
2
iD/2
s(∆θ+∆Ω) + s
2
iC/2
s2iD/2s(∆θ−∆Ω)
−s2iC/2c2iD/2s(2θC+∆θ+∆Ω) − c2iC/2s2iD/2c(2θC+∆θ−∆Ω)
+1/2siCsiD
[
s∆θ + s(2θC+∆θ)
]
(3.36b)
z¯ = −siCs∆ΩcθD − [siCciDc∆Ω − ciCsiD ] sθD (3.36c)
where s and c with the corresponding subscripts, denote the sine and cosine functions
with the subscripts as arguments, respectively. Equations (3.36) depend on two an-
gles of the Chief - iC and θC , and the angle differences between the Deputy and Chief
- ∆Ω, ∆i and ∆θ. Since the J2 potential is symmetric about the Z axis of the Earth,
ΩC does not appear in the solutions for the relative motion variables.
Equations (3.31) and (3.32) provide an exact description of relative motion, even in
the presence of perturbations. assuming the use of osculating elements. The use of
mean elements for the angles can considerably simplify the model without introducing
excessive error.15 This requires the use of mean rates for the angles Ω, ω, and M for
both the Chief and Deputy, from Eqs. (2.15). The angles of inclination are assumed
constant.
The relative motion on the unit sphere can alternatively be described using relative
Euler parameters.16 It has been shown in the previous chapter that the motion of a
single satellite can be modeled using Euler parameters. The theory in Ref. 5 can be
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extended to model relative motion.
Let βC and βD denote the Euler parameters that characterize the LVLH frames of
the Chief and Deputy, with respect to the ECI frame. From a control point of view,
it is convenient to obtain the Euler parameters that provide the relative orientation
of the Chief’s LVLH frame with respect to that of the Deputy, which are given by18
∆β0
∆β1
∆β2
∆β3

=

βC0 βC1 βC2 βC3
βC1 −βC0 −βC3 βC2
βC2 βC3 −βC0 −βC1
βC3 −βC2 βC1 −βC0


βD0
βD1
βD2
βD3

(3.37)
The relative EP set ∆β, characterizes the relative direction cosine matrix CCC
T
D.
That is, CCC
T
D = Crel ≡ Crel(∆β). From Eq. (3.31), the relative position on the
unit sphere is thus given by
x¯
y¯
z¯
 =

Crel11 − 1
Crel21
Crel31
 =

−2 (∆β22 +∆β23)
2 (∆β1∆β2 −∆β0∆β3)
2 (∆β1∆β3 +∆β0∆β2)
 (3.38)
The relative Euler parameters can be explicitly obtained from the angular differences,
as shown below:
∆β0 = cos
ic
2
cos
iD
2
cos
(
∆θ +∆Ω
2
)
+ sin
iC
2
sin
iD
2
cos
(
∆θ −∆Ω
2
)
(3.39a)
∆β1 = sin
ic
2
cos
iD
2
cos
(
∆θ +∆Ω
2
+ θC
)
− cos iC
2
sin
iD
2
cos
(
∆θ −∆Ω
2
+ θC
)
(3.39b)
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∆β2 = − sin ic
2
cos
iD
2
sin
(
∆θ +∆Ω
2
+ θC
)
+cos
iC
2
sin
iD
2
sin
(
∆θ −∆Ω
2
+ θC
)
(3.39c)
∆β3 = − cos ic
2
cos
iD
2
sin
(
∆θ +∆Ω
2
)
− sin iC
2
sin
iD
2
sin
(
∆θ −∆Ω
2
)
(3.39d)
The kinematic relationship governing the propagation of the Chief’s LVLH frame with
respect to that of the Deputy, is given by
∆β˙0
∆β˙1
∆β˙2
∆β˙3

=
1
2

0 −∆ω1 −∆ω2 −∆ω3
∆ω1 0 ∆ω3 −∆ω2
∆ω2 −∆ω3 0 ∆ω1
∆ω3 ∆ω2 −∆ω1 0


∆β0
∆β1
∆β2
∆β3

(3.40)
where ∆ω is the angular velocity vector of the Chief’s LVLH frame with respect to
that of the Deputy. To complete the kinematic description of Eqs. (3.40), equations
for ∆ω have to be specified. Equation (2.5b) gives the angular velocity vector of the
LVLH frame expressed in LVLH coordinates. The rate of change of i in Eq. (2.5b)
can be set to zero for propagating the relative Euler parameters for a mean element
description. The relative angular velocity required in Eq. (3.40) is given by
∆ω = ωCLV LH −CCCTDωDLV LH (3.41)
Either the Euler angle description, with the angles propagated using the mean rates,
or the Euler parameter description with “mean” ∆ω, can be used to find the relative
position on the unit sphere. To find the true relative position, r and θ have to be
determined. For low eccentricities, it is sufficient to expand Eqs. (2.3c) and (2.3a) to
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the second order in eccentricity to obtain results with reasonable accuracy.
r ≈ a [1− e cosM − 0.5e2(cos 2M − 1)] (3.42a)
θ ≈ ω +M + 2e sinM + 1.25e2 sin 2M (3.42b)
For the computation of the relative velocity, the angular rates are required. These
are obtained from Eq. (2.15). Additionally, the following expressions are also useful:
r˙ = a
(
e sinM + e2 sinM
)
M˙ (3.43a)
θ˙ = ω˙ +
(
1 + 2e cosM + 2.5e2 cos 2M
)
M˙ (3.43b)
3.6 Numerical Comparison of Different Models
Consider a Chief satellite orbit with the following elements:
aC = 7100km
eC = 0.005
iC = 70
◦
ΩC0 = ωC0 =MC0 = 0
◦
Two cases are considered. The first case is a relative orbit of radius ρ = 1km and
phase angle α0 = 0
◦. The second case has ρ = 1km and α0 = 90◦. Table 3.3 shows
the orbit elements of the Chief and orbital element differences for both cases, in the
presence of J2.
Figures 3.3a and 3.3b show the relative orbits projected on the θ-h plane, for α0 = 0
◦
and α0 = 90
◦, respectively. Figures 3.4a, 3.5a, and 3.6a show the errors in the radial,
tangential and orbit normal directions for the α0 = 0
◦ case. The results from the unit
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Table 3.3 Mean Elemental Differences, ρ = 1km, without the J2 Perturba-
tion
eC ρ = 1km, α0 = 0
◦ ρ = 1km, α0 = 90◦
δe δe
a 7100km −1.965× 10−3km 5.011× 10−6km
e 0.005 0.000 −7.0423× 10−5
i 1.22173rad 1.408× 10−4rad 0.000
Ω0 0 0.000 −1.499× 10−4rad
ω0 0 −1.408× 10−2rad 5.126× 10−5rad
M0 0 1.408× 10−2rad 0.000
sphere model using mean elements are compared with the integration of the truth
model. The errors are of the order of a few meters, for the relative orbit radius of
1km. Figures 3.4b, 3.5b and 3.6b show the errors from the unit sphere model cor-
responding to the α0 = 90
◦ case. The errors in this case are lower than those in
the α0 = 0
◦ case. The out-of-plane drift caused by J2, given by Eq. (3.30), is mini-
mum for α0 = 90
◦. The errors will be considerably less if osculating elements are used.
Next, a 20km relative orbit is considered, for the same Chief’s orbit. The elemental
differences for both the α0 = 0
◦ and α0 = 90◦ are given in Table 3.4.
The geometric approach in Eqs. (3.17) gives errors very similar to the unit sphere
method for low relative radii. Since the expressions for the relative position are
obtained from a linearization of the direction cosine matrix of the Deputy with respect
to the Chief, it is expected that the errors will be more significant for large relative
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Table 3.4 Mean Elemental Differences, ρ = 20km with the J2 Perturbation
eC ρ = 20km, α0 = 0
◦ ρ = 20km, α0 = 90◦
δe δe
a 7100km −3.931× 10−2km 1.002× 10−4km
e 0.005 0.000 −1.423× 10−3
i 1.22173rad 2.817× 10−3rad 0.000
Ω0 0 0.000 -2.998× 10−3rad
ω0 0 −0.282rad 1.025× 10−3rad
M0 0 0.282rad 0.000
radii. The unit sphere approach does not require linearization, therefore it is expected
to be more accurate than the geometric method for such cases. Figures 3.7-3.9 show
the errors from the unit sphere and geometric methods for both cases of α0. The blue
solid line corresponds to the unit sphere errors and the red dashed line corresponds
to the linearized, geometric model. As can be seen from Fig. 3.8, the errors from
the unit sphere and the linearize model are almost the same in the y direction even
for the high relative radius. However, the errors in the orbit normal direction are
much larger with the linearized model. The errors are also no longer of zero mean.
This is also observed in the errors in the radial direction, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The
unit sphere method thus shows lower errors in propagation when compared with the
linearized, geometric model, as the relative radius increases.
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3.7 Summary
Various system models that are used for relative motion analysis, both in the absence
and presence of the J2 perturbation have been studied. The deviation of the HCW
equations in the presence of nonlinearities, eccentricity and J2 perturbations have
been explained, and some of the methods used to obtain bounded relative motion have
been introduced. The unit sphere model, which has been shown to be a kinematically
exact model with osculating elements, can be used to model relative motion by the
use of mean elements; in which case the errors when compared to the truth model are
very low. This has been demonstrated for a variety of cases. The unit sphere model is
also compared with the geometric method, and shows lower errors for relative orbits
of high radii.
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CHAPTER IV
MODELING RELATIVE MOTION FOR HIGH-ECCENTRICITY
REFERENCE ORBITS
4.1 Introduction
The unit sphere approach outlined in the previous chapter has been shown to work
very well for reference orbits of low eccentricity. Certain missions require reference
orbits to have very high eccentricities. This chapter studies the problems associated
with the modeling of relative motion, in particular, the problems with series expansion
solutions to Kepler’s equation, Eq. (2.1).
4.2 Failure of Series Expansions for High Eccentricities
The relation between the true anomaly f and mean anomaly E is straightforward:
tan
f
2
=
(
1 + e
1− e
)
tan
E
2
(4.1)
The mean anomaly M can be obtained from E from Kepler’s equation directly.
Figure 4.1a is a graphical representation of the relation between E andM . Figure 4.1b
shows the errors between an analytical calculation of E from M , through a second-
order expansion in eccentricity, and E calculated iteratively by a Newton-Raphson
method with a tolerance of 10−12. The second-order expansion for E is sufficient for
very low eccentricities; for e = 0.05, the errors are of the order of 10−5. However, for
e = 0.2, the order is two magnitudes higher. For e = 0.8, the errors are very high.
It is possible to improve the accuracy of the series solution by including higher order
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Fig. 4.1 Errors from Analytical Series Expansion in Eccentricity
terms. Battin,3 for example, provides expansions up to the sixth order of eccentricity.
Sabol et al.14 use a Fourier-Bessel expansion that can be taken to higher orders. For
cases where e < 0.1, the expansion provided is easily realizable and used readily.
However, for cases with larger eccentricities, the expansion in Ref. 14 also shows
errors, and additional terms need to be generated in the series.
The problem herein is two-fold:
1. The number of terms required in the series for E, to obtain values within the
desired tolerance, is not known a priori.
2. It will be shown that beyond a certain eccentricity, the series solutions in
Eqs. (2.3) do not converge for some values of the mean anomaly.
Reference 3 tests the convergence of E in a circular region in the complex plane
around the point defined by M . The maximum value of eccentricity for which the
expansion converges is given by the root of cosh ρ = ρ sinh ρ. A numerical solution of
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this equation yields:
e < 0.6627434194... (4.2)
for convergence of the series.
4.3 Modified Method for Orbits of High-Eccentricity
For the cases where the eccentricity is low, the usual method is to step through time,
obtain the mean angles Ω, ω and M from the secular rates, and substitute these
in Eqs. (3.36). M and M˙ are also used in Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) to find r and θ.
However, for high eccentricities, it has been shown that Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) are
no longer reliable and for some cases, can no longer be used. Since θ = ω + f , and
r = a(1 − e cosE), Eq. (2.1) has to be solved iteratively to obtain E from M , and
f needs to be obtained from M . It should be noted that this process needs to be
performed twice - once each, for the Chief and Deputy.
In order to avoid solving Kepler’s equation iteratively for each satellite, the true
anomaly of the Chief fC is used as the independent variable. Since MC can be
obtained directly from fC , the time corresponding to the mean anomaly can also be
obtained by
t = t0 +
M(t)−M(t0)
M˙
(4.3)
With the availability of the current time, Eqs. (2.15) can be used to find ΩC and ωC
(for the Chief), ΩD, ωD and MD (for the Deputy). Kepler’s equation will have to be
solved iteratively to obtain fD from MD.
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The use of the true anomaly as the independent variable instead of time has been
discussed in Ref. 13. The relative motion is described using elemental differences.
Mean rates are used to find the elements at any time. To transform the equations
such that true anomaly is the independent variable, the following identity is used:
dt
df
=
r2
h
=
η3
n(1 + e cos f)2
However, the equations of relative motion are derived from a linearization similar to
the geometric model described in the previous chapter.
The advantage of stepping through true anomaly of the Chief, over stepping through
time, is immediately apparent when the region near the perigee of highly eccentric
orbits is considered. Quantities near the perigee change very fast, and the time step
required during integration in this region is much smaller than that near the apogee.
This is automatically taken care of by stepping through fC . Additionally, it will be
shown that if the formation is established near the perigee (MC0 = 0
◦), small errors
in initial conditions can cause significant errors between the analytical expression
and the solution of the truth model, when compared to an orbit established near the
apogee (MC0 = 180
◦).
4.4 Breakdown of PCO Conditions for High-Eccentricity Reference Or-
bits
The initial conditions that have been presented in Table 3.2 ensure a relative orbit
of radius ρ and phase angle α0, for reference orbits of low eccentricities. For high-
eccentricity reference orbits, the first order expansion in Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) are no
longer sufficient to ensure accuracy. Even though the period-matching condition in
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Eq. (3.28) still ensures boundedness of the relative orbit, as eccentricity increases, the
projected orbit no longer remains circular. A characterization of the relative orbit for
highly eccentric reference orbits is not available at this time. Hence, for convenience,
in this thesis, the relative orbit continues to be characterized by its radius ρ and phase
angle α0.
4.5 Numerical Results
4.5.1 Comparison of the Results from the Modified Unit Sphere Approach with the
True Solution
In the previous chapter, and Ref. 15, the accuracy of the unit sphere model has
already been demonstrated for the cases where eccentricity is low. Here, a high-
eccentricity case is considered for a reference orbit that has an apogee of 12Re and
perigee distance of 1.2Re. Inclination is selected to be 50
◦. The initial conditions for
the Chief are
aC = 42095.70km
eC = 0.8182
iC = 50
◦
ΩC0 = ωC0 = 0
◦
MC0 = 180
◦
The initial MC signifies the establishment of the orbit at apogee. The relative orbit
selected is one of radius 20km. The mean elemental differences that yield the orbital
elements of the Deputy, given the elements of the Chief, are shown in Table 4.1
Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show the errors between the analytical solutions and the corre-
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Table 4.1 Mean Elemental Differences with Highly Eccentric Chief’s Or-
bit, ρ = 20km
eC ρ = 20km, α0 = 0
◦ ρ = 20km, α0 = 90◦
δe δe
a 42095.7km −1.282× 10−2km 2.457× 10−3km
e 0.8182 0.000 1.512× 10−4
i 0.87266rad 4.751× 10−4rad 0.000
Ω0 0 0.000 −6.202× 10−4rad
ω0 0 −2.903× 10−4rad 3.987× 10−4rad
M0 3.14159rad 2.903× 10−4rad 0.000
sponding results of integration of the 12th order ECI differential equations, for α0 = 0
◦
and α0 = 90
◦, respectively, without the J2 perturbation. These figures establish the
accuracy of the method in the absence of J2. As can be seen, the errors, though very
small, show sudden jumps near perigee. These appear due to errors in numerical
integration in the region of the perigee. In the absence of J2, the sixth-order ECI
model for a single satellite is given by
r¨ = − µ
r3
r (4.4)
By changing the independent variable to the true anomaly of the satellite, f , the
equations of motion may be regularized to yield
r′′ =
1
1 + e cos f
{−r+ 2e sin fr′} (4.5)
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The use of Eq. (4.5) instead of Eq. (4.4) as the truth model for the high-eccentricity
case, reduces relative position errors in the x and y by almost one order of magnitude,
but causes little improvement in the z errors. This is seen in Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b. The
jumps in the errors as the satellites cross their respective perigees, are also not seen.
However, since the contribution of error from numerical integration is very low when
compared with the error due to the use of mean elements, this thesis uses the ECI
model with time as the independent variable as the truth model, even for the high
eccentricity cases.
Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, show the x, y, and z errors respectively, in the presence of
the J2 perturbation. The figures on the left indicate the results obtained from the
use of mean elements, for both cases of α0. The figures on the right use osculating
elements. These results show that the unit sphere method in conjunction with os-
culating elements is highly accurate. The errors obtained using the mean elements
remain bounded over the period of 10 orbits. Figures 4.7a and 4.7b show the relative
orbits for α0 = 0
◦ and α0 = 90◦, respectively, using the truth model.
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4.5.2 Errors for Orbit Establishment at Apogee and Perigee
To study the errors associated with orbit establishment at the apogee and perigee,
a large relative orbit with ρ = 100km is considered, with the elements of the Chief
being
aC = 12000km
eC = 0.4
iC = 50
◦
ΩC0 = ωC0 = 0
◦
MC0 = 0
◦, 180◦
The set of Figs. 4.8-4.13 demonstrate the reduction of errors if the orbit is established
at apogee instead of perigee. Figures 4.8, 4.10, 4.12 show the error in x, y and z if
the orbit is established at perigee, for both cases of α0 as indicated by the solid and
dashed lines. The figures on the left use mean elements in the unit sphere approach,
and the figures on the right use Brouwer’s theory to obtain the osculating elements
from the mean elements. These are compared with the errors if the orbit is estab-
lished at apogee, given by Figs. 4.9, 4.11 and 4.13.
Comparing Figs. 4.8 with 4.9, the error in x using mean elements for α0 = 90
◦ shows
no secular growth if the orbit is established at apogee, and the magnitude of the
error is less. No perceptible difference is seen for α0 = 0
◦. In this case, an initial
error is expressed in the form of a bias over ten orbits. The use of osculating ele-
ments removes the bias in x errors (Fig. 4.8b) but does not reduce the magnitude of
errors. If however the orbit is established at apogee, Fig. 4.9b shows the errors are
less than 1m, which is very accurate, given that the orbit has a relative radius of 1km.
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The errors in y are presented in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. Established at perigee, y shows
a growth in the amplitude of the errors. By using osculating elements, the secular
nature of the error remains unchanged (Fig. 4.10b). If the orbit is established at the
apogee, the errors in y are bounded and show no growth (Fig. 4.11a). The use of
osculating elements with apogee establishment shows errors that are of the order of
a few meters.
Finally, the errors in z are presented in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13. The magnitude of the
errors is reduced by approximately half if the orbit is established at perigee, when
using mean elements (Figs. 4.12a and 4.13a). The use of osculating elements, with
orbit establishment at perigee, reduces the order of errors to that of meters, but the
errors show growth. The errors are reduced further by the use of osculating elements
if the orbit is established at apogee (4.13b). Thus establishing the orbit at apogee
shows lower errors in simulation for high-eccentricity reference orbits, compared to
establishment at perigee.
4.6 Summary
The failure of eccentricity expansions, for reference orbits of very high eccentricity
has been shown. When time is used as the independent variable and eccentricity
expansions are not used, it becomes necessary to solve Kepler’s equation to obtain
the true anomaly from the mean anomaly, for both the Chief and the Deputy, at every
time instant to obtain the relative motion. It has been shown that by using the true
anomaly of the Chief as the independent variable, Kepler’s equation needs to be solved
only once. Formations with high-eccentricity reference orbits, as well as formation
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Fig. 4.8 Errors in LVLH x Using Mean and Osculating Elements with
Orbit Established at Perigee; ρ = 100km, α0 = {0◦ 90◦}
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Fig. 4.9 Errors in LVLH x Using Mean and Osculating Elements with
Orbit Established at Apogee; ρ = 100km, α0 = {0◦ 90◦}
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Fig. 4.10 Errors in LVLH y Using Mean and Osculating Elements with
Orbit Established at Perigee; ρ = 100km, α0 = {0◦ 90◦}
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Fig. 4.11 Errors in LVLH y Using Mean and Osculating Elements with
Orbit Established at Apogee; ρ = 100km, α0 = {0◦ 90◦}
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Fig. 4.12 Errors in LVLH z Using Mean and Osculating Elements with
Orbit Established at Perigee; ρ = 100km, α0 = {0◦ 90◦}
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Fig. 4.13 Errors in LVLH z Using Mean and Osculating Elements with
Orbit Established at Apogee; ρ = 100km, α0 = {0◦ 90◦}
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of large relative radii, can thus be accurately represented by the unit sphere model.
Furthermore, it has been shown that establishing the formation when the Chief is at
its apogee shows less error in simulation, if the eccentricity of the reference orbit is
high. This method will be used in the next chapter for reconfiguration of formations
involving highly eccentric reference orbits.
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CHAPTER V
FORMATION RECONFIGURATION THROUGH IMPULSIVE AND
CONTINUOUS CONTROL
5.1 Introduction
Different systems have been explored to model relative motion in the previous chap-
ters. However, not all are amenable for control design. From Eq. (2.22), it can be
seen that the control in Kechichian’s equations appears at various levels, including Ω˙
and Ω¨. These equations require the time derivative of control. While the unit sphere
model15 provides a very good representation for relative motion, in the presence of
control, osculating elements have to be used, which increases the complexity of the
equations. The controls appear in their simplest form in the ECI model and Gauss’
equations. Reference 24 discusses the effect of applying impulsive control on the or-
bital elements, perturbed by the J2 effect. Control laws for formation establishment
and maintenance are also presented in in Ref. 16. Reference 25 presents Lyapunov,
LQR, and period-matching control schemes that generate circular projected orbits.
The problem of relative orbit reconfiguration is discussed in this chapter. Reconfigu-
ration can be performed by using either impulsive control through velocity increments
or by a continuous control that globally and asymptotically stabilizes the system with
the desired trajectory as a reference. Additionally, a kinematic approach to the re-
configuration will also be discussed.
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5.2 Impulsive Control
In this section optimal two-impulse maneuvers are considered for reconfiguring a
formation characterized by relative radius ρi and initial phase angle α0i , to one char-
acterized by their respective final values, ρf and α0f . In Vaddi,
26 sub-optimal velocity
impulses were obtained to establish and reconfigure a formation. Reference 26 obtains
these sub-optimal solutions in the absence of the J2 perturbation. Further, a priori
assumptions are made regarding the spacing of the impulses. In this chapter, optimal
two-impulse maneuvers for reconfiguration of large formations, in the presence of J2
and high eccentricity of the Chief, are obtained using numerical optimization.
5.2.1 Gauss’ Equations with Velocity Impulses
It has been shown through Eqs. (2.20) that the control accelerations are related to
the corresponding changes in orbital elements through the G matrix. If the controls
are applied in the form of velocity impulses then udt ≈ ∆v = {vr vθ vh}T . The
infinitesimal change in the values of the orbital elements due to the application of an
impulse is then approximately also the total change in their respective values; that
is, e˙dt = de ≈ ∆e. In such cases, the changes in the orbital elements are given by
the following relationship:
∆e = G(e)∆v
5.2.2 Formulation of an Optimal Control Problem
Since there are three components of the velocity impulse and G ≡ G(f), at least two
impulses are required to obtain the 6 desired orbital element changes. Considering
the general case of N impulses, the number of variables to be optimized are 3N+N =
4N , which correspond to the velocity impulse components and optimal positions for
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impulse application. A terminal coast phase is also allowed; thus bringing the total
number of variables to optimize to 4N +1. Keeping in mind the problems associated
with formations where the Chief’s orbit has high eccentricity, the true anomaly of the
Chief is used as the independent variable, instead of time. The cost function used is
the sum of the magnitudes of the velocity increments, given by
J =
N∑
i=1
Wi||∆vi|| (5.1)
where Wi is the positive weight associated with the ith impulse. In general, Wi = 1.
5.2.3 Algorithm
Initial guesses are made for the components of the the N velocity impulses and N
true anomalies at which they are applied, as well as the true anomaly where the coast
phase ends. Initial guesses for the N true anomalies can be obtained by selecting
equally-spaced values from 0 to 2pi. Any non-zero value can be used as initial guesses
for the velocity impulse components. The initial conditions provided are the relative
orbit parameters (ρi, α0i). Since the initial conditions of the Chief are known, the
initial conditions for the Deputy are obtained from Table 3.2. The motions of both
the satellites (Chief and Deputy) are propagated using the mean element formulation
with the rates given by Eq. (2.15). Steps are taken in fC until the first true anomaly
value for thrust application is reached. The elements are updated using the G matrix
in Eq. (2.21). The process is repeated until all the N impulses are applied, and the
mean rates are used for the coast phase. Let the elements of the Deputy after the last
impulse be eD(fN). Since the final conditions are specified in the form of (ρf , α0f ),
the desired final values of the elements of the Deputy are
eDf = eC(fN) + δe(ρf , α0f )
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Thus, six nonlinear constraints to the Optimal Control Problem (OCP) are obtained
as follows:
|eD(fN)− eC(fN)− δe(ρf , α0f )| = 0 (5.2)
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are used with the FORTRAN package NPOPT27 to solve
the OCP numerically.
Though the velocity impulses are obtained from a mean element technique, they are
simulated by integrating the twelfth-order nonlinear ECI system of equations. The
validity of this scheme for high eccentricity reference orbits will be investigated sub-
sequently. The equations for inertial position rD and velocity vD are propagated
until an impulse time ti. At this point, the orbital elements eD(ti) are obtained from
rD(ti) and vD(ti). Since these are osculating elements, they are converted to mean
elements for consistency with the method used to obtain the impulses. Then, the in-
ertial position and velocity corresponding to the mean elements are obtained, and the
velocity increment ∆vi is added to the mean inertial velocity. Inertial position does
not change on application of a velocity impulse. The mean position and velocity after
the impulse, are converted to mean orbital elements and subsequently to osculating
orbital elements. The osculating inertial position and velocity obtained from these
orbital elements are used as initial conditions for the next stage of propagation, from
ti to ti+1. The process is repeated for each impulse.
5.2.4 Using the Kinematic Description for the Reconfiguration Problem
The kinematic description for relative motion described in Ref. (16) provides an
alternative method for studying and visualizing the reconfiguration problem. This
description will be used subsequently to provide insight in the continuous-control
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reconfiguration problem. The mean elements of the Chief at any time t are given by
Eqs. (2.15), with aC , eC , and iC held constant. The desired mean orbital elements for
the Deputy at any given time are given by the relations in Table 3.2. Let the Euler
parameter set βDdes denote the desired orientation of the LVLH frame with respect
to the ECI frame, which can be obtained from the corresponding 3-1-3 Euler angles,
ΩDdes , iDdes , and θDdes at t. Similarly the desired angular velocity in the LVLH frame,
ωDdesLV LH , can be obtained from Eq. (2.5a). The current orientation of the Deputy
is denoted by βD. Then the error Euler parameter set ∆β, which is also the relative
Euler parameter set that characterizes the current orientation of the LVLH frame of
the Deputy with respect to its desired orientation, can be obtained from an expression
analogous to Eq. (3.37):
∆β0
∆β1
∆β2
∆β3

=

βD0 βD1 βD2 βD3
βD1 −βD0 −βD3 βD2
βD2 βD3 −βD0 −βD1
βD3 −βD2 βD1 −βD0


βDdes0
βDdes1
βDdes2
βDdes3

(5.3)
The error in angular velocity in the LVLH frame, for small angular deviations, is
∆ω = ωDLV LH − ωDdesLV LH (5.4)
where ωDLV LH is the current angular velocity vector of the Deputy. If the current and
desired LVLH frames coincide, ∆β = {1 0 0 0}T .
5.3 Lyapunov Approach for Continuous-Control Reconfiguration
In this section, a continuous control law for reconfiguration is discussed. It is as-
sumed that the Chief is not controlled, and the Deputy has to be reconfigured to a
new orbit characterized by a desired orbital element set. Schaub et al.17 present a
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Lyapunov-based control law for reconfiguration that uses mean elements. Though
mean elements can be used for orbits of low eccentricity, their use in highly eccentric
cases needs to be explored. Another feature in the analysis presented in Ref. 17 is
the use of time-dependent feedback gains that encourage orbital element corrections
to occur at particular ideal positions along the orbit. The effectiveness of a control
vector on the change of a particular orbital element can be studied from Eq. (2.20).
However, it was found for the high eccentricity cases considered in this thesis, using
time-dependent gains had no particular advantage, if the formation is established at
apogee. Analysis in Ref. 17 also does not rigorously prove the stability of the orbital
element-based control law due to the nature of the control influence matrix G in
Eq. (2.20).
The Lyapunov-based controller presented in this thesis is proven to globally and
asymptotically stabilize the error dynamics. Instead of using orbital element errors,
the candidate Lyapunov function presented here uses the kinematic description for
satellite motion.
5.3.1 Kinematic Basis
Let the orbital elements of the Chief at any time be eC(t). Then, from Table 3.2, the
desired orbital elements of the Deputy at any given time are
eDdes(t) = eC(t) + δe(t) (5.5)
It should be noted that the desired orbit of the Deputy can be arbitrary. Let the
desired Euler parameters corresponding to Eq. (5.5) be βDdes .
Let the current elements of the Deputy be eD(t) and the Euler parameters corre-
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sponding to the current elements be βD. The position and velocity of the Deputy in
its LVLH frame are given by Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24). The acceleration of the Deputy
in the LVLH frame is given by Eq. (2.25):
aD =

r¨D −
(
ω2Dh + ω
2
Dθ
)
rD
ω˙DhrD + 2ωDh r˙D + ωDrωDθrD
−ω˙DθrD − 2ωDθ r˙D + ωDrωDhrD
 =

ur + uJ2r − µr2D
uθ + uJ2θ
uh + uJ2h
 (5.6)
where u = {ur uθ uh}T is the control acceleration. The components of the disturb-
ing acceleration to J2 are given by Eqs. (2.12). The angular velocity vector ωD is the
angular velocity of the Deputy expressed in its LVLH frame as shown in Eq. (2.5b).
Since the instantaneous osculating ωθ = 0, the following relations hold:
ωDh =
hD
r2D
(5.7)
ωDr =
uh + uJ2h
ωDhrD
(5.8)
The error Euler parameters define the orientation of the current LVLH frame with
respect to the desired orientation frame and are given by Eq. (5.3). The kinematic
equations that relate the ∆β to the relative angular velocity are
∆β˙0
∆β˙1
∆β˙2
∆β˙3

=
1
2

0 −∆ωr −∆ωθ −∆ωh
∆ωr 0 ∆ωh −∆ωθ
∆ωθ −∆ωh 0 ∆ωr
∆ωh ∆ωθ −∆ωr 0


∆β0
∆β1
∆β2
∆β3

(5.9)
where ∆ω is the inertial angular velocity of the current LVLH frame with respect to
the desired LVLH frame, expressed in the current LVLH frame. That is,
∆ω = ωDLV LH −CrelωDdesLV LH (5.10)
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with,
Crel = CDC
T
Ddes
≡ Crel(∆β)
5.3.2 The Lyapunov Function
If the desired states are those that correspond to the thrust-free solutions of the mo-
tion of the Deputy, then no control action is required to maintain the desired states
after the orbit has been established. On the other hand, if the desired states do not
correspond to the natural motion of the Deputy, thrust will be required to maintain
the required motion.
The following Lyapunov function is defined to accomplish the desired objective of
globally and asymptotically stabilize the error dynamics:
V = K1
[
(1−∆β0)2 + ∆˜β
T
∆˜β
]
+
K2
2
∆′ω2h
+
K3
2
(rD − rDdes)2 +
K4
2
(r˙D − r˙Ddes)2 (5.11)
where Ki > 0. ∆˜β = {∆β1 ∆β2 ∆β3}T is the reduced error Euler parameter
vector. ∆′ω is the direct angular velocity error, defined as
∆′ω = ωDLV LH − ωDdesLV LH (5.12)
By comparing Eqs. (5.10) and (5.12), it is evident that in general ∆′ω 6=∆ω.
When the current LVLH frame and desired LVLH frame align with each other,
∆β = {1 0 0 0}T . When the desired orbit for the Deputy is obtained, ∆′ω = 0,
rD − rDdes = 0 and r˙D − r˙Ddes = 0. Thus, V is zero at the origin and positive definite
everywhere else.
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A control law that asymptotically stabilizes the current orbit with respect to the
desired orbit can be obtained by taking the time derivative of the Lyapunov function:
V˙ = −2K1∆β˙0 +K2∆′ωh∆′ω˙h +K3 (rD − rDdes) (r˙D − r˙Ddes)
+K4 (r˙D − r˙Ddes) (r¨D − r¨Ddes) (5.13)
An interesting property of the relative direction cosine matrix Crel, is made use of in
the following analysis:
Crel(∆β)∆˜β = C
T
rel(∆β)∆˜β = ∆˜β
∴ ∆ωT∆˜β =∆′ωT∆˜β (5.14)
Using Eq. (5.14) in Eq. (5.13), the following equation is obtained:
V˙ = K1∆
′ωr∆β1 +∆′ωh (K1∆β3 +K2∆′ω˙h) + ∆r˙ (K3∆r +K4∆r¨) (5.15)
where ∆r = rD − rDdes , ∆r˙ = r˙D − r˙Ddes , and ∆r¨ = r¨D − r¨Ddes .
Control laws to render V˙ negative definite can be derived by making the following
choices:
∆′ωr = ωDr − ωDdesr = −K5K1∆β1 (5.16a)
K2∆
′ω˙h = K2
(
ω˙Dh − ω˙Ddesh
)
= −K6∆′ωh −K1∆β3 (5.16b)
K4∆r¨ = −K3∆r˙ −K7∆r (5.16c)
where K5, K6, and K7 are positive constants. The desired values r¨Ddes , ω˙Ddesh and
ωDdesr can be obtained by substituting the desired elements of the Deputy from
Eq. (5.5) in Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8). The number of gains can be reduced by using the
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following definitions:
c1 =
K3
K4
, c2 =
K7
K4
, c3 =
K6
K2
, c4 =
K1
K2
, c5 = K5K1
Equations (5.16), along with Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8), lead to the following control laws sta-
bilize the system about the origin:
ur = −c1∆r˙ − c2∆r −
(
ω2DhrD − ω2DdeshrDdes
)
− (uJ2r − uJ2desr )+ ( µr2D − µr2Ddes
)
(5.17a)
uθ = −c3∆′ωhrD − c4∆β3rD
−
[
uJ2θ −
(
rD
rDdes
)
uJ2desθ
]
+ 2
[
ωDh r˙D −
(
rD
rDdes
)
r˙DdesωDdesh
]
(5.17b)
uh = −c5∆β1ωDhrD +
[(
ωDhrD
ωDdeshrDdes
)
uJ2desh − uJ2h
]
(5.17c)
By substituting Eqs. (5.17) in Eq. (5.15), the time derivative of the Lyapunov reduces
to
V˙ = −K1K5∆β21 −K6∆′ω2h −K7 (r˙D − r˙Ddes)2 (5.18)
It is observed that V˙ is only negative semi-definite since some of the other states may
be non-zero even when ∆β1 = ∆
′ωh = (r˙D − r˙Ddes) = 0. Asymptotic stability cannot
be concluded in the sense of Lyapunov. Hence, LaSalle’s Invariant Principle will be
used to conclude asymptotic stability.
5.3.3 Concluding Asymptotic Stability
LaSalle’s Theorem is stated in Appendix B. A full proof can be found in Ref. 28. If
x are the states corresponding to the error dynamics given by the Euler parameter
errors, angular velocity errors, radial distance error and radial velocity error, the re-
gion in consideration is D = {x ∈ <7}. It has already been shown in Eqs. (5.11)
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and (5.18), that V (x) is positive definite and V˙ (x) is negative semi-definite in D.
E =
{
x ∈ D|V˙ (x) = 0
}
is the set that contains the points where ∆β1 = 0, ∆
′ωh = 0,
and r˙D = r˙Ddes . It needs to be shown that the region M contains only the origin, i.e.,
when ∆β1 = ∆ωh = r˙D − r˙Ddes = 0, all other error variables are zero.
Since,
∆′ωh = 0
⇒ ωDh = ωDdesh
From Eqs. (5.8) and (5.17c)
ωDr =
uh + uJ2h
ωDhrD
=
−c5∆β1ωDhrD + ωDhωDdesr rD − uJ2h + uJ2h
ωDhrD
=
ωDhωDdesr rD
ωDhrD
∴ ωDr = ωDdesr (5.19)
From the kinematic constraint, ωDθ = ωDdesθ = 0, and hence
∆′ω = 0 (5.20)
Next, consider the first of Eqs. (5.6). Since r˙D = r˙Ddes it follows that
r¨D = r¨Ddes
Then,
ur + uJ2r −
µ
r2D
+ ω2DhrD = uJ2desr −
µ
r2Ddes
+ ω2Ddesh
rDdes
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From Eq. (5.17a)
−c1 (r˙D − r˙Ddes)− c2 (rD − rDdes)−
(
ω2DhrD − ω2DdeshrDdes
)
=(
uJ2r − uJ2desr
)− ( µ
r2D
− µ
r2Ddes
)
− uJ2r +
µ
r2D
− ω2DhrD + uJ2desr
− µ
r2Ddes
+ ω2Ddesh
rDdes
The following results are obtained after simplifying the above equations:
−c2 (rD − rDdes) = 0
∴ rD = rDdes (5.21)
Similarly, since ∆ωh = 0, ω˙Dh = ω˙Ddesh . Equation (5.17b) can be substituted in the
second of Eq. (5.6) to obtain
∆β3 = 0 (5.22)
Since ∆β1 = ∆β3 = 0, it is clear that ∆β˙1 = ∆β˙3 = 0. The following results are
obtained from the right hand side of Eq. (5.9):
∆β˙ = 0 (5.23)
Only one of ∆β0 and ∆β2 needs to be determined; the value of the other is fixed by
the Euler parameter constraint:
∆βT∆β = ∆β20 +∆β
2
2 = 1 (5.24)
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Consider again, Eq. (5.10):
∆ω = ωD −CrelωDdes
=

ωDr
0
ωDh
−

(∆β20 −∆β22)ωDdesr −∆β0∆β2ωDdesh
0
∆β0∆β2ωDdesr + (∆β
2
0 −∆β22)ωDdesh
 (5.25)
Since ωDdes = ωD,from Eq. (5.23),
∆β˙1 =
1
2
[∆ωr∆β0 +∆ωh∆β2] = 0
⇒ [(1−∆β20 +∆β22)ωDr +∆β0∆β2ωDh]∆β0
+
[−∆β0∆β2ωDr + (1−∆β20 +∆β22)ωDh]∆β2 = 0
∴ ∆β22∆β0ωDr +∆β2(1 + ∆β22)ωDh = 0 (5.26)
Similarly,
∆β˙3 = 0
⇒ [−∆β0∆β2ωDr + (1−∆β20 +∆β22)ωDh]∆β0
− [(1−∆β20 +∆β22)ωDr +∆β0∆β2ωDh]∆β2 = 0
∴ −∆β2(1 + ∆β22)ωDr +∆β22∆β0ωDh = 0 (5.27)
From Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27), ωDr ωDh
ωDh −ωDr

 ∆β
2
2∆β0
∆β2(1 + ∆β
2
2)
 = 0
Since, for orbital motion,
−ω2Dr − ω2Dh 6= 0
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⇒
 ∆β
2
2∆β0 = 0
∆β2(1 + ∆β
2
2) = 0
∴
 ∆β2 = 0 = ∆β1 = ∆β3∆β0 = 1 (5.28)
From Eqs. (5.20), (5.21), and (5.28), it is clear that the set M contains only the
origin. Hence any trajectory starting in Ω, will asymptotically approach M , i.e, the
origin as t → ∞. The equilibrium is thus proven to be asymptotically stable and
the controller drives the current trajectory to the desired trajectory asymptotically.
Further, since V →∞ as ||x|| → ∞, the controller globally, asymptotically, stabilizes
the desired trajectory.
5.3.4 Gain Selection
The value of the gains have to be selected such that the total control requirement
(TCR) is minimized as much as possible. For a nonlinear, coupled set of equations
such as the case in consideration, an estimate of the suitable gains can be obtained
from a linearization of the closed-loop system. With an initial guess obtained from
such an estimate, the gains need to be adjusted so that TCR is reduced as much as
possible.
It is observed that upon closing the loop by replacing the controls from Eqs. (5.17)
in Eq. (5.6), the differential equation in translation error, Eq. (5.16c), is decoupled
from the attitude error equations Eqs. (5.16a) and Eqs. (5.16b). Furthermore, it can
also be seen that the second-order equation for translation error does not require
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linearization. For small angle differences,
∆β0 ≈ 1
∆β1 ≈ δi
2
∆β2 ≈ 0
∆β3 ≈ δΩ + δθ
2
and,
∆ωr ≈ ∆′ωr
∆ωh ≈ ∆′ωh
It can be shown that by linearizing the ∆ω˙h and ∆ωr equations in Eqs. (5.6), the
following equations are obtained:
∆r¨ + c1∆r˙ + c2∆r = 0 (5.29a)
∆β¨3 + c3∆β˙3 +
c4
2
∆β3 = 0 (5.29b)
∆β˙1 +
c5
2
∆β1 = 0 (5.29c)
The gains c2, c4, and c5 are a measure of the natural frequency of the system. If it
is desired that the reconfiguration be performed within one orbit, then a reasonable
choice for the gains are:
c2 =
c4
2
=
c5
2
= O(n2C) (5.30)
Further, from the condition of critical damping, it follows that:
c1 = 2 (c2)
1
2
c3 = (2c4)
1
2
(5.31)
Equations (5.30) and (5.31) provide excellent initial guesses for the gains to be used in
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the control law. Further tuning of the gains is necessary for each individual example
under consideration.
5.3.5 Implementation
The orbital elements of the Chief and Deputy can be obtained at any time instant by
integrating two sixth-order Gauss’ equation sets in Eqs. (2.20). The orbital elements
can be used to obtain all the quantities required by the control laws Eqs. (5.17).
However, this is really a brute-force approach. For cases where the reference orbit
has low eccentricity, the control law can be simplified by the use of mean elements.
The control that is obtained is then applied to the truth model for the Deputy.
The desired elements of the Deputy are obtained from Table 3.2. However, it is
observed that the eccentricity difference has a term dependent on the mean anomaly of
the Chief. This term causes the desired relative orbit to constantly change even in the
absence of J2, and the radial and tangential controls do not reach zero asymptotically.
From a practical point of view, this is now a problem of relative orbit maintenance.
To implement the control, the desired elements are specified at a particular number
of orbits from the initiation of the control action. If the initial elements of the Chief
are eC(0), the elements of the Chief after, say N desired orbits, are eC(NT ) where
T is the time period of the orbit. For mean elements, eC(NT ) can be determined
analytically by using the mean rates. Using the PCO requirements and rate-matching
condition, the elements of the Deputy can be found by:
eDdes(NT ) = eC(NT ) + δe(ρdes, α0des , NT )
The mean rates for this desired orbit are calculated from Eqs. (2.15). The initial
orbital elements of the desired trajectory of the Deputy, eDdes(0) are then found by
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subtracting the contribution of these mean rates over N orbits from eDdes(NT ) .
5.4 Numerical Results
In this section the results obtained in the analysis in the chapter will be studied.
5.4.1 Impulsive Reconfiguration
Consider a Chief satellite in an orbit with the following elements:
eC = {7100km 0.005 70◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦}T
The reconfiguration from an initial formation of relative radius 1km to one of radius
2km is considered, for two initial phase angles, α0 = 0
◦ and α0 = 90◦. The variation
of fuel cost with final phase angle is studied. Figure 5.1 shows the total impulse re-
quired (sum of magnitudes of velocity increments) using two impulses. It is shown in
Ref. (26) that the total velocity increment requirement for reconfiguring the Deputy’s
orbit is minimum if the initial and final phase angles are the same, i.e, α0i = α0f . The
positions (true anomaly of Chief) and times of impulse application are obtained from
the numerical optimization and are presented in Table 5.1. The results for α0i = 90
◦
are almost exactly symmetrical to those for α0i = 0
◦.
It is observed that the tangential components of the impulses are negligible when
compared with the radial and out-of-plane components. This is because there is neg-
ligible change in semi-major axis involved and radial impulses are used to change
the eccentricity. Additionally, the two impulses are separated by nearly 180◦ of true
anomaly.
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Table 5.1 Velocity Increments for Reconfiguration with Chief in a Low-
Eccentricity Orbit, α0i = 0
◦
α0f Impulse 1 Impulse 2
(deg) fC1 ∆v1 (m/s) fC2 ∆v2 (m/s)
(deg) ∆v1r ∆v1θ ∆v1h (deg) ∆v2r ∆v2θ ∆v2h
0 0.00 0.265 -0.001 0.543 179.52 -0.263 0.001 -0.512
10 160.05 -0.274 0.001 -0.560 339.96 0.270 -0.001 0.530
20 142.08 -0.296 0.002 -0.606 321.80 0.290 -0.001 0.575
30 126.33 -0.331 0.003 -0.673 305.94 0.322 -0.001 0.641
40 112.73 -0.372 0.004 -0.754 292.28 0.361 -0.001 0.721
50 100.87 -0.418 0.004 -0.842 280.40 0.404 -0.001 0.809
60 90.34 -0.464 0.005 -0.932 269.88 0.449 -0.001 0.902
70 80.81 -0.510 0.006 -0.102 260.36 0.495 -0.000 0.996
80 72.02 -0.554 0.006 -0.111 251.59 0.540 0.000 1.088
90 63.77 -0.595 0.006 -1.186 243.36 0.582 0.001 1.177
Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show the projection of the relative motion in the θ−h plane, for
the formation in transit, for two different cases with the Chief in the low eccentricity
orbit specified above. The first case is a reconfiguration from α0 = 0
◦ to α0 = 90◦,
and the second is the other way round. In both the cases, the initial formation has
a relative radius of 1km and a final relative radius of 2km. The reconfiguration from
α0 = 0
◦ to α0 = 90◦ has characteristics similar to the Hohmann transfer for a single
satellite. It should be noted that out-of-plane motion also exists, and there is no
possibility of collision between the Deputy and the Chief.
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Fig. 5.2 Relative Orbit Reconfiguration, Low-Eccentricity Reference Or-
bit (2-Impulse Maneuver)
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To study the reconfiguration of a formation with the Chief in a highly eccentric orbit,
the following orbital elements of the Chief are selected:
eC = {42095.70km 0.8182 50◦ 0◦ 0◦ 11.76◦}
Table 5.2 Velocity Increments for Reconfiguration with Chief in a Highly
Eccentric Orbit, α0i = 0
◦
α0f Impulse 1 Impulse 2
(deg) fC1 ∆v1 (m/s) fC2 ∆v2 (m/s)
(deg) ∆v1r ∆v1θ ∆v1h (deg) ∆v2r ∆v2θ ∆v2h
0 156.17 0.102 -0.240 -0.260 200.42 0.021 0.140 -0.171
10 155.71 0.130 -0.268 -0.310 206.08 -0.004 0.086 -0.036
20 146.32 0.135 -0.246 -0.462 217.78 -0.006 0.041 0.039
30 144.58 0.091 -0.172 -0.568 212.81 0.012 0.063 0.167
40 144.26 0.053 -0.108 -0.665 207.23 0.019 0.065 0.286
50 143.52 0.013 -0.038 -0.770 202.97 0.025 0.060 0.388
60 142.65 -0.033 0.042 -0.865 199.67 0.037 0.054 0.480
70 141.77 -0.087 0.131 -0.942 197.07 0.055 0.049 0.564
80 140.96 -0.146 0.225 -0.995 194.96 0.078 0.046 0.640
90 140.20 -0.206 0.321 -1.017 193.21 0.104 0.041 0.705
In the high eccentricity case, MC0 = 11.76
◦ corresponds to fC0 = 105
◦. This value of
the true anomaly is chosen arbitrarily and ensures that the formation is established
far enough from the perigee so that the errors from the analytical model are of the
same order as those for the formation established at apogee. This choice of MC0 also
allows enough “room” for the first impulse to occur before the apogee is reached.
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Table 5.3 Velocity Increments for Reconfiguration with Chief in a Highly
Eccentric Orbit, α0i = 90
◦
α0f Impulse 1 Impulse 2
(deg) fC1 ∆v1 (m/s) fC2 ∆v2 (m/s)
(deg) ∆v1r ∆v1θ ∆v1h (deg) ∆v2r ∆v2θ ∆v2h
0 156.90 0.517 -0.865 0.133 199.14 -0.297 -0.139 -0.730
10 155.74 0.386 -0.697 -0.010 198.67 -0.166 0.016 -0.587
20 154.84 0.256 -0.527 -0.153 198.99 -0.033 0.171 -0.444
30 157.47 0.111 -0.334 -0.297 202.56 0.107 0.328 -0.286
40 156.36 0.169 -0.383 -0.377 201.71 0.021 0.196 -0.147
50 155.00 0.183 -0.366 -0.446 209.48 -0.008 0.097 -0.024
60 147.32 0.151 -0.279 -0.509 210.27 -0.014 0.049 0.035
70 144.03 0.091 -0.169 -0.532 206.97 0.002 0.052 0.123
80 143.62 0.036 -0.072 -0.518 203.89 0.010 0.042 0.215
90 142.95 -0.011 0.014 -0.489 201.11 0.011 0.015 0.286
The reconfiguration from an initial formation characterized by ρi = 10km, to one
characterized by ρi = 20km, is studied. Similar to the low eccentricity example, the
variation of total impulse required with the final phase angle is obtained for two initial
phase angles, α0 = 0
◦ and α0 = 90◦. The results are presented in Tables (5.2) and
(5.3).
Figure 5.3 shows the total impulse required for reconfiguration in the above cases. Un-
like the low eccentricity example, no symmetry is observed between the total velocity
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impulses required for α0i = 0
◦ and α0i = 90
◦. Furthermore, unlike the previous case
where the eccentricity of the Chief’s orbit was low, the lowest total velocity increment
requirement is not necessarily achieved if the initial and final phase angles are the
same. For example, the reconfiguration from (ρ = 10km, α0 = 90
◦) to ρ = 20km for
different final phase angles α0f , has the lowest velocity increment requirement when
α0f = 60
◦.
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Fig. 5.3 Total Velocity Impulse Requirement for Reconfiguration, High-
Eccentricity Reference Orbit
It is also observed that the impulses are placed almost symmetrically in close prox-
imity of the apogee. Since the velocity of a spacecraft is lowest near apogee, lower
velocity increments are required for orbit changes in this region. It is also known from
Eq. (2.21) that for orbits of low eccentricity, inclination changes are most efficiently
obtained at the equator, while right ascension changes are most efficiently obtained at
zenith or nadir. However, for highly eccentric orbits, the radius of the orbit influences
the result significantly. This results in different positions of impulse application, all
approximately in the same region (fC1 ≈ 155◦, fC2 ≈ 205◦). For very high eccentrici-
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ties such as the one considered, eccentricity effects will dominate the fuel requirement.
If the formation had been established at the apogee, then the the two impulses can
no longer be chosen symmetrically about the apogee without the second impulse oc-
curring almost after one orbit around the Earth. For orbits with high semi-major
axes such as the one considered, the time period is almost one day, which results in
the two impulses being separated by almost one day.
Figure 5.4a shows the relative motion of the Deputy under the effect of the two
impulses for a reconfiguration from (ρ = 10km, α0 = 0
◦) to (ρ = 20km, α0 = 0◦).
Figure 5.4b shows the reconfiguration from (ρ = 20km, α0 = 90
◦) to (ρ = 10km, α0 =
90◦). The squares on the plot indicate the start and the end of the simulation, while
the circles indicate points of application of the velocity impulse. The initial relative
orbit for the second case does not resemble the relative orbit in Fig. 4.7b, even though
five of the orbital elements of the Chief are the same. The mean anomaly of the Chief
at epoch time for the present example is not the same as that used to generate
Fig. 4.7b. In the previous example, MC0 = 180
◦, while in Fig. 5.4b, MC0 = 11.76
◦.
This is a consequence of the fact that the initial eccentricity difference chosen between
the Deputy and Chief, depends on MC , as can be seen from Table 3.2.
5.4.2 Analysis of the Results of the Reconfiguration Problem Using Euler Parameters
The kinematic approach discussed in the previous sections can be used to analyze the
reconfiguration problem. In particular, the variations of the error Euler parameters
and angular velocity error about the h-axis are studied for both the low eccentricity
as well as high eccentricity cases of the previous sections.
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Figure 5.5a shows the error in angular velocity about the orbit normal, ∆ωh, for the
low eccentricity case. Figure 5.5b shows the angular velocity error for the high ec-
centricity case. The low eccentricity reconfiguration is from (ρ = 1km, α0 = 0
◦) to
(ρ = 2km, α0 = 0
◦) in the absence of the J2 perturbation. The high eccentricity re-
configuration is from (ρ = 10km, α0 = 0
◦) to (ρ = 20km, α0 = 0◦), also in the absence
of the J2 perturbation. Figures 5.6a-5.6d present the variations in the relative EPs
for the low eccentricity case. Similarly, Figs. 5.7a-5.7d present these variations for
the high eccentricity case. It should be noted that the application of an impulse does
not cause a jump in the angular velocity error.
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Fig. 5.5 ∆ωh During Impulsive Reconfiguration, Low-Eccentricity and
High-Eccentricity Reference Orbit
The error Euler parameters for the low eccentricity case, in Figs. 5.6a-5.6d, show
jumps in the case of ∆β1 and ∆β0. However, ∆β2 and ∆β3 are continuous. Since the
position of the satellite does not change on the application of an impulse, neither does
the relative position between the Deputy and Chief. A discontinuity in the values of
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∆β2 or ∆β3 would cause the relative position to change through Eq. (3.38).
Beyond the end of the final coast phase, the open-loop dynamics of the system govern
the relative motion of the satellite. From Table 3.2, it can be seen that the elemental
differences are time-varying quantities that depend on the current orbital elements of
the Chief. Of these elemental differences, δe is also dependent on the mean anomaly
of the Chief,MC , which results in short-periodic variations in δe. The other elemental
differences that are time-varying, δM and δω, also show long-periodic variations. If
the eccentricity of the Chief is low, the desired orbital elements of the Deputy show
mostly long-periodic behavior since the second term of δe is negligible when compared
with the first. This results in only a very slow change in the values of the desired
orbital elements, and after the end of the coast phase, the errors between the current
orbital elements of the Deputy and the desired elements grow very slowly. For high
eccentricity reference orbits, however, the short-periodic variations in δe cause the
desired orbital elements to change at the orbital rate of the Chief. As a result, even
though the error EPs and the angular velocity error are zero at the end of the coast
phase, they no longer remain zero if the simulation is continued beyond the end of
the coast phase.
In the presence of the J2 perturbation, ∆β reach the desired value of {1 0 0 0}T
but drift in the elements due to J2 causes the error EPs and angular velocity error to
deviate from the desired value after the end of the coast phase.
In Figs. 5.6a-5.6d, the first impulse is applied immediately at epoch. This is also
evident from Table 5.1. The orbit is established at the equator and the points of
equatorial crossing are the optimal positions for inclination changes. However, for
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the high eccentricity case, the out-of-plane impulse components, considered using the
theory for low eccentricity orbits, seem inefficiently placed. For the low eccentricity
reconfiguration problem, the required change in inclination, ∆i = −1.408× 10−4rad.
From Eqs. (2.20), at the equator, the application of an out-of-plane impulse does not
change right ascension. It can be shown that the change in ∆β1 due to an out-of-plane
impulse is given by
δ (∆β1) =
∆vh
2rωh
=
r
2h
∆vh
and from Gauss’ equations
∆vh =
h
r
(∆Ω sin θ cos i+∆i cos θ)
Hence, at the equator,
δ (∆β1) =
h
r
∆i
r
2h
=
∆i
2
For the optimal two-impulse problem, the change in inclination is performed in equal
parts at the equator crossings. Using the value for ∆i and the initial angles of the
Chief and Deputy, the approximate change in ∆β1 is 3.5×10−5 at each impulse. This
change is observed in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6c due to both the impulses.
The two-impulse numerical problem yields optimal velocity impulses and true anomaly
values for application. While it is difficult to draw any useful information from the
high eccentricity case, by studying the error EPs and angular velocity errors for the
low eccentricity example, valuable insight can be obtained into the process of selecting
gains in the continuous control scheme, to minimize the total control requirement, in
the subsequent analysis.
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5.4.3 Lyapunov-Based Reconfiguration Control
Consider first, the low-eccentricity reference orbit given by:
eC = {7100km 0.005 70◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦}T
The initial configuration of the relative orbit has ρ = 1km and α0 = 0
◦. Figures 5.8a
and 5.8b show the θ-h projection of the reconfiguration to ρ = 2km, α0 = 0
◦ and
ρ = 2km, α0 = 90
◦, respectively.The effects of the J2 perturbation are included in the
model used to generate the results. The gains used are shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Gains Used in the Lyapunov-Based Controller
Case ρi α0i ρf α0f c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
(km) (deg) (km) (deg)
1 1 0 2 0 2
√
c2 0.85n
2
C
√
2c4 2.3n
2
C 2nC
1 0 2 90 2.1
√
c2 10n
2
C 1.2
√
2c4 2n
2
C 1.5nC
2 10 0 20 0 2
√
c2 4n
2
C
√
2c4 2n
2
C 4nC
10 0 20 90 2
√
c2 5n
2
C
√
2c4 2n
2
C 4nC
As an initial guess for the gains, the linearized analysis was used as described previ-
ously. The final values of the gains were selected by trying different values for c2, c4,
and c5 around those prescribed by the linearized model. The gains corresponding to
the damping coefficients in the linearized model, c1 and c3, were then selected in a
similar manner. It can be seen that c1 and c3 are very close to the values required for
critical damping in the linearized model, for both, low-eccentricity, as well as high-
eccentricity reference orbits. The gain c4 also is not very different from the desired
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value for the linearized model. The selection of the gains c2 and c5, however, is not
as easily achieved as the other gains.
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Fig. 5.8 Lyapunov-based Reconfiguration Control: Projected Orbit for
α0f = {0◦ 90◦}
The reconfiguration for the α0f = 0
◦ case is very similar to the impulsive reconfigu-
ration except for the overshoot in the −y direction. Figures 5.9a and 5.9b show the
total control requirement (TCR) for both cases of α0. It is observed that there is
very little difference in the TCR for the cases with and without J2, due to the low
differential J2 acceleration appearing in the control laws in Eqs. (5.17). The TCR
for the α0f = 90
◦ is greater than the TCR for the α0f = 0
◦, as is expected. The
TCR for a reconfiguration from (ρ = 1km, α0 = 90
◦) to (ρ = 2km, α0 = 90◦) is the
same if the initial and final phase angles are 0◦, provided the orbit is established at
M = 90◦. If the orbit is not established at 90◦, then the TCR is greater since the
control is applied at the equator, where the control requirement for a change in right
ascension is maximum. Unlike the optimal impulsive control scheme, the positions
for the application of control cannot be selected optimally by the Lyapunov analysis
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presented in this thesis.
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The time history of the controls along the r, θ and h directions are shown in Fig. 5.10.
These are the controls for the α0 = 0
◦ case. The largest part of the control takes
place at the start of the simulation. The control action viewed in the scale of the
figure appears similar to an impulse. Further, it can be seen that as time progresses,
u → 0. Figures 5.11a-5.12b show the state errors (difference between current states
and desired states) for the reconfiguration to α0 = 0
◦. The value of ∆β0 is very close
to 1, so the difference is very small when compared with the other error EPs. The
rate at which the error EPs in Fig. 5.11a go to zero is dependent on the rates at which
the angular velocity errors in Fig. 5.11b go to zero. This can be adjusted by selecting
appropriate gains.
A comparison of Figs. 5.11a-5.12b with the kinematic approach to impulsive recon-
figuration presented in Fig. 5.5a and Figs. 5.6a-5.6d shows the difference between
continuous and impulsive control very well. For example, using impulsive control,
∆β3 settles to zero within half an orbit, whereas in the case of continuous control it
takes around one orbit. This is related to the overshoot along the y-axis observed
in Fig. 5.8a. If gains can be selected such that the error dynamics of the continu-
ous control approach for reconfiguration are made similar to the optimal two-impulse
problem the TCR can be reduced further. However, for the case under consideration,
it may require the selection of a different Lyapunov function.
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The high-eccentricity reconfiguration example is the same as the one used for the
study of impulsive reconfiguration. The following are the elements of the Chief:
eC = {42095.70km 0.8182 50◦ 0◦ 0◦ 180◦}
To minimize control requirement, the orbit is established at apogee. Reconfigurations
from (ρ = 10km, α0 = 0
◦) to (ρ = 20km, α0 = 0◦) and to (ρ = 20km, α0 = 90◦) are
considered. Figures 5.13a and 5.13b show the reconfigurations for each case. While
both simulations include the J2 perturbation, for high eccentricity reconfigurations,
mean elements can no longer be used. It is observed that the simplified model tracks
the mean desired elements of the Deputy satellite very well, but when the control is
applied to the true system, noticeable drift is seen. It thus becomes necessary to use
osculating elements for the desired Deputy trajectory, obtained from integration of
the truth model.
Figures 5.14a and 5.14b, respectively, show the TCR for α0f = 0
◦ and α0f = 90
◦,
with and without J2. Similar to the impulse control problem for the same example,
the TCR for these orbits are lower than those where semimajor axis is smaller. The
TCR in the presence of J2 is also lower than the TCR without the J2 perturbation.
This is only possible if the J2 drift aids the reconfiguration, and is not a general rule.
It can be seen from the control laws in Eqs. (5.17), that the effect of the J2 pertur-
bation is expressed as the differential J2 forces. It was observed that the exclusion
of these terms simplified the control law significantly, but changed the TCR only
marginally. This was found to be true even for the high eccentricity case.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter different approaches to satellite formation reconfiguration have been
presented. These approaches have been used to study reconfiguration for reference
orbits of both low eccentricity as well as very high eccentricity. Optimal two-impulse
maneuvers have been presented, and it has been observed that for high-eccentricity
reference orbits, the impulses are preferably placed near the apogee. A kinematic
approach has been presented that uses error Euler parameters and angular velocity
errors to study the reconfiguration process. The error Euler parameters and error
angular velocities are used along with radial position and velocity errors to form a
candidate Lyapunov function. A control can be derived from this Lyapunov function
that globally and asymptotically stabilizes the Deputy about its desired trajectory.
By studying the linearized closed-loop model, estimates for the gains to be used in
the control laws can be obtained. The gains need to be selected such that the error
dynamics from the continuous control reconfiguration are as close as possible to the
error dynamics from the impulsive control case. This will ensure the lowest total
control requirement. Numerical examples have been provided to detail the various
aspects of the chapter.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary
The work in the thesis is summarized as follows. Chapters I and II served as an
introduction to the basic concepts involved in satellite motion and satellite relative
motion. The origin of the J2 perturbation was discussed. The different systems of
equations that model the motion of a satellite under the effect of the J2 perturbation
were presented. However, the effects of drag, solar radiation pressure, and lunisola
perturbations, on the motion of the satellite were not discussed.
In Chapter III, the problem of relative motion was presented in detail, with a descrip-
tion of the different models. The unit sphere model was compared with the geometric
method. It was found that since the unit sphere model is not a linearized model like
the geometric method, errors are less for large relative orbits. Further, while similar
to the analytical solution using mean elements, the unit sphere model gives the rela-
tive position directly without requiring the conversion of orbital elements to inertial
coordinates.
The problem of highly eccentric reference orbits was discussed in Chapter IV. The
unit sphere model was modified to allow simulations of such orbits. While a numer-
ical solution to Kepler’s equation was still necessary, it was required to be solved
only for the Deputy since the true anomaly of the Chief was used as the independent
variable. The results from this chapter show that the modified unit sphere approach
is very useful for the simulation of high-eccentricity reference or large formation orbits.
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Chapter V dealt with the reconfiguration problem. Two approaches were discussed
- impulsive control and continuous control. The optimal impulsive controls were
obtained from a numerical scheme that included J2 effects. This method was also
used on the high-eccentricity reference case. The continuous control law was derived
from a candidate Lyapunov function whose asymptotic stability was proven. The
results from both schemes were compared. It was also shown that mean elements
can be used in the control law for the low eccentricity case with no significant error.
However, the high eccentricity cases require the use of osculating elements.
6.2 Future Work
The initial conditions that yield circular projected orbits are valid only for low-
eccentricity reference orbits. For high eccentricities, while the relative orbit is still
characterized by the the relative radius ρ and the phase angle α0, the projected or-
bits are no longer circular. A complete characterization of the relative orbits for
high-eccentricity reference orbits is required to determine the effect of the various
orbital element differences on their shape, size, and orientation.
It is intended that the work in this thesis be extended by using the continuous control
approach with equations where the true anomaly is the independent variable instead
of time. This will require Gauss’ equations in the nonsingular form which can easily
be derived. The work in the thesis used the Lyapunov-based controller to track
an orbit whose orbital elements were derived from the rate-matching condition and
circular orbit requirements. Since it is known that the mentioned conditions no longer
yield circular orbits when projected for higher eccentricities, the controller could be
extended to track such orbits.
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APPENDIX A
LYAPUNOV STABILITY THEORY
Consider an autonomous (time-invariant) system governed by the following differen-
tial equation:
x˙ = f(x) (A.1)
Definition. (Equilibrium) x is an equilibrium of point of (A.1) if it is a “constant”
or stationary solution of (A.1), i.e. if x(0) = x then x(t) = x.
A consequence of this is that at any equilibrium point, f(x¯) = 0. For convenience,
it is assumed that the equilibrium is alwasy at the origin of <n, i.e x¯ = 0. There is
no loss of generality in doing so because any equilibrium can be shifted to the origin
through a change of variables. Suppose x¯ 6= 0 then consider the change of variables
y = x− x¯. Then,
y˙ = x˙ = f(x¯) = f(y + x¯) ≡ g(y)
where, g(0) = 0. In the new variable, the system has an equilibrium at the origin.
Definition. (Stability) The equilibrium point x = 0 of (A.1) is
• stable if, for each ε > 0, there is δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that
||x(0)|| < δ ⇒ ||x(t)|| < ε, ∀t ≥ 0
• unstable if it is not stable
• asymptotically stable if it stable and δ can be chosen such that
||x(0)|| < δ ⇒ lim
t→∞
x(t) = 0
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Lyapunov’s Stability Theorem. Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point for (A.1)
and D ⊂ <n be a domain containing x = 0. Let V : D → < be a continuously
differentiable function such that
V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0 in D − {0}
V˙ (x) ≤ 0 in D
Then, x = 0 is stable. Moreover, if
V˙ (x) < 0 in D − {0}
then x = 0 is asymptotically stable.
Proof. Refer to Khalil.28
Definition. (Radial Unboundedness) If there exists a scalar function V (x) that has
the following property:
V (x)→∞ as ||x|| → ∞
then the the function is said to be radially unbounded.
Barbashin-Krasovskii Global Stability Theorem. Let x = 0 be an equilibrium
point for (A.1). Let V : <n → < be a continuously differentiable function such that
V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0, ∀x 6= 0
||x|| → ∞ ⇒ V (x)→∞
V˙ (x) < 0, ∀x 6= 0
then x = 0 is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Refer to Khalil.28
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APPENDIX B
LASALLE’S THEOREM
Lyapunov’s Stability Theory only provides sufficient conditions for stability of an equi-
librium. It is possible that an equilibrium is stable even if the candidate Lyapunov
function does not satisfy the requirements of the theorem. A control law derived from
the candidate Lyapunov that is designed to stabilize the system must do so asymp-
totically. Often, asymptotic stability cannot be concluded because V˙ (x 6= 0) ≤ 0
does not necessarily hold.
Definition. (Positive Limit Point) Let x(t) be a solution of (A.1). A point p is said
to be a positive limit point of x(t) if there is a sequence {tn}, with tn →∞ as n→∞,
such that x(tn)→ p as n→∞. The set of all positive limit points of x(t) is call the
positive limit set of x(t).
Definition. (Invariant Set) A set M is said to be an invariant set with respect to
(A.1) if
x(0) ∈M ⇒ x(t) ∈M, ∀t ∈ <
LaSalle’s Theorem. Let Ω ⊂ D be a compact set that is positively invariant with
respect to (A.1). Let V : D → < be a continuously differentiable function such that
V˙ (x) ≤ 0 in Ω. Let E be the set of all points in Ω where V˙ (x) = 0. Let M be
the largest invariant set in E. Then every solution starting in Ω approaches M as
t→∞.
Proof. Refer to Khalil.28
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Corollary 1. 1 Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point for (A.1). Let V : D → < be a
continuously differentiable positive definite function on a domain D containing the
origin x = 0, such that V˙ (x) ≤ 0 in D. Let S = {x ∈ D|V˙ (x) = 0} and suppose that
no solution can stay identically in S, other than the trivial solution x(t) ≡ 0. Then,
the origin is asymptotically stable.
Corollary 2. Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point for (A.1). Let V : <n → < be
a continuously differentiable, radially unbounded, positive definite function such that
V˙ (x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ <n. Let S = {x ∈ <n|V˙ (x) = 0} and suppose that no solution can
stay identically in S, other than the trivial solution x(t) ≡ 0. Then, the origin is
globally asymptotically stable.
1The two corollaries are known as the theorems of Barbashin and Krasovskii
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